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Q.t: WRITETHEANSWERSOFTHEFOLLOWTNGeUESTTONS ( 2x t0 = 20 )

i Prove that curl ofgradient of scalar function is always zero.

ii Define pseudo forces .Give two examples.

iii lnconical pendulum, what happens to the period and speed when A =0

iv Find the center of mass of uniform rod.

v Define Conservative & Non-conservative forces.

vi Calculate the velocity of solid sphere at the bottom of inclined plane.

vii Define rotational inertia.

viii Define perfect inelastic collision.

ix State Gauss's divergence theorem.

x State Kepler's law of area.

sEcTtoN ilt

Q3:

(a) Define divergence ofvector field. Give its physical significance. prove that

aivi = V. i ( 7+7+4 ,4 |

(b) A100 kg object is initially moving in straight line with a speed 51.3 m/s .lf it is brouSht to rest
with a deceleration of 1.97 m/s2, what force is required, what distance does the object travel and how
much work ls done by the force.

(a)Calculate rotational inertia of a solid sphere about its diameter. (6,4 )

(b) A solid cylinder of mass M and radius R rofls without slipping down on an incrined prane of
length L and height h. Find the speed of its center of mass when the cyrinder reach the bottom.

af,

(a) Prove that a spherical symmetric body attracts particles outside it as if its mass were
concentrated at its center _ ( 5,2,3 )

(b) Prove Generalized Work- Energy theorem.

(c) A thin strip of material is bent into the shape of a semicircle of radius R. calculate its center of
mass.
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Tick the correct statement.

1. Gives the relation between line integral and surface integral

(a) Gauss's divergence theorem.

(c) Torricelli's theorem.

2. The divergence of curl of a vector is always equal to

(a) Absolutely One.

(c) Non-Zero.

Attempt this Paper on this Queslion Sheet only.

(b) Stock's theorem.

(d) None of these.

(b) Zero

(d) None of these.

(b) The ground

(d) None of these.

(bl Team B.

(d! None of these.

3. A stone is thrown upward which rises to a height of 100 m .The relative velocity of stone with

respect to earth will be maximum at

4. ln the tug of war team A is slowly being defeated by team B . Net urork is being done by

(a) Height of 60.

(c) The highest point.

(a) Team A.

{c)Botha&b.

5. The ratio of gravitational mass to inertial mass is

{a)2:1

(c) 1:1

5. Where does a body weigh maximum

(a) At poles.

(c) At equator.

(a) Moon.

(c) Earth.

8. The moment of linear momentum is called

(a) Angular momentum.

(clTorq.

9. center of mass of uniform rod of length t lies at

lalL 12.

(c)3r /2.

10. The Solar system is an example of

(a) Conservation of energY'

(c) Conservation of linear momentum.

7. The gravitational effect of which of following causes tidal waves in the sea

(b) 1 :2

(df ltone of these.

(b) At moon.

(d) None of these.

(b) Sun.

(d) All of the these.

(b) lmpulse.

(d) All ofthe these.

(b)r / 4.

(d)21l3.

(b) Cons€rvation of angular momentum.

(d) None of these.
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sEcTtoN il

Q.l: WR|TETHEANSWERSoFTHEFOLTOW|NGQUEST|ONS ( 2x 10 = 20 )

i Prove that curl of gradient of scalar function is always zero.

ii Define pseudo forces .Give two examples.

iii ln conical pendulum, what happens to the period and speed when g = ri

iv Find the center of mass of uniform rod.

v Define Conservative & Non-conservative forces.

vi Calculate the velocity of solid sphere at the bottom of inclined pla ne.

vii Define rotational inertia.

viii Define perfect inelastic collision.

ix State Gauss's divergence theorem.

x State Kepler's law of area.

SECilON ilt

Q3:

(a) Define divergence of vector fierd. Give its physicar significance. prove that

-+
divA = V. A ( 7+l+4 ,4 |

(b) A100 kg object is initially moving in straight line with a speed 51.3 m/s .tf it is brought to rest
with a deceleration of L.97 m/s2, what force is required, what distance does the object travel and how
much work is done by the force.

(a)Calculate rotational inertia of a solid sphere about its diameter. (6,4)

(b) A solid cylinder of mass M and radius R rolls without slipping down on an inclined plane of
length L and height h. Find the speed of its center of mass when the cylinder reach the bottom.

af;

(a) Prove that a spherical symmetric body attracts particles outside it as if its mass were
concentrated at its center ( 5,2,3 )

(b) Prove Generalized Work- Energy theorem.

(c) A thin strip of material is bent into the shape of a semicircle of radius R. Calculate its center of
mass.
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SECTION.I

Question No. I Choose the right ansrver:

i. ln Spring mass s)'stem the acceleration ofattached mass is zero at

a) Mean position
b) Extreme position
c) Mid-way between the mean position and extreme position

ii. Relation between linear liequency and angular frequency can be written as

a) ar=l
' 27t

b) a:Znf
-2rc) @= 7

iii. The angular displacement of torsional osciilator is 0 = 0m cos(@t + 9). Its angular acceleration is

a) o20
b) - t0'z0
, t2

ct'8
iv. The relation between rotational

- - 4ft2 d T2a) I =--' ttg
,, . Mgd TzD) l:_---"=-

' 4ft.

. - Mg4tt2
Cl I =---'--:-

v. Circular mof iin can be regarded as combination of two simple harmonic molions which are at right-angle

to each other having identical amplitudes and frequencies, but differing in phase by

a) Zero
b) 450

c) 900
vi. Wave equation oftraveiling rvave can be x'ritten as

al oll =uz!4' dt' cl x.
.' d2Y - t 62"o) a*z - Vr TV
- azx ta2-c) av, ={ #

vii. Group velocity of a wave packet can be mathematically written as

dka) vs=;;
b) Vr=#
c) V, = dco.dk

viii. The maiimum intensitl, of light corresponding to constructive interferelce is

a) 4h
b) le

'4
c) Io

ix. The central spot ofNe$ton rings is

a) Bright

b) Dark

c) None of the above

x. Michelson and Morley experiment shows that

a) Ether does not exist in space

b) Speed of light in fee space is not constant

c) Ether is present everywhere in space

inertia and time period of a physical pendulum is
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SECTION-II

Question No.2

Write short answers of the follorving questions
L What are the conditions for a spring bJock system to execute simple harmonic motion?

Il. Show by diagram the motion of two waves which have same fiequency, same amplirude but differs in

phase by 90".

Prove thal the time period of periodic motion is 3.
C-

The angular velocity of a torsional oscillator i, ,= tJ; J 01 - g'1 What is its maximum value?

Give conditions which are necessary to produce standing waves.

Show how the apparent frequency ofsound increases rvhen listener moves towards a stationary souce.

Write two properties of h-r'pothetical medium called ether.

Derive the relation between path difference and phase difference.

Write dorvn the difference between polarized and un-polarized light.

Why an ordinary optical diffraction gratillg can't be used to study diffraction ofx-rays.

SECTION-TII

II I.

IV.

VI.
VII,
vili.

tx.
x.

(a) What is "Damped harmonic oscillator"? Derive the equation

and determine its solution.

(2x t0)

(6+4)

of motion of a damped harmonic oscillator

Question No. 3

(b) A block of mass 250 g is attached to

medium b = 0.07 kgs. After what time

initial value.

Question No.4

a spring of stiffiress 85 Nhn. The block oscillates in a resistive

the mechanical energy of this oscillator drops to one half of its

(6+4)

(a) Derive wave equation. Calculate the energy and average power flow in a medium due to wave lnotion.

(b) Determine the speed of a transverse wave in a cord oflength 2.0 m and mass 90 g under a tension of
450 N.

Question No.5 (5+5)

(a) Define resolvi:rg power. Prove that resolving power olgrating spectroscope increases with increase in

number oforder.

(b) A grating has 45,000 rulings spread over 80 mrn.

I. What is its expected dispersion D in degree i nm for sodium light ft: 589 nm) in first order.

II. What is its resolving porver in first order.
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Q.1 Encircle the correct option
l. Vector is a tensor of rank

a) Zero b) one c) two

2. Two bodies of masses m and 2nt have same mornentum. Their respective kinetic energies
k, and k, are in the

a) 2:1 b) 1:2 c) 1: r/2 d) 1:4

3. With the increase of distance ltom the surface of earth, the gravitational potential energy
a) increases b) decreases c) remains constant d) varies sinusoidal

4. The reference frames where Nervtou's laws can be applied are called
frames.
a) inertial b) non-accelelated c)non-inertial d)botha&b

d) momentum

5. Moment of inertia is the rotational analogue of
a) force b) velocity c) mass

6. A stone of mass m is moving in a circle of radius / with constaut speed v. The work done
by the fbrce over half o1'the circle is

(10x1)
:,,

d) three

, ^r2a) 
-xxr

b)qx 2xr c)mgx2m d) zero

7. A ball of mass collides with a wall with speed y and rebounds on the same line with the
same speed. If the mass of the uall is taken as infinite, then the work done by the ball on
the wall is
a) mvz b))mvz c) Zmv d) zero

The kinetic energy ofa close system is always
a) negative b) constant c) positive d) zero

A stationary particle is exploded into two pafts of masses ml and m2 which moves in
opposite direction witir velocities v, and v, respectively. The ratio of their kinetic energies
is E,/Ez
a) mr/m' b) m,/n.r. c) I d) m,v2lmrv,

The resultant of two vectors of magnitr-rdes 3 units and 4 units is r/37. The angte between
two vectors is
a) 0" b) 30' c) 60o d) 90"

8.

9.

10.
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Q.2 Write short answers to the following questions (10x2)

What is meant by cr.u'l of a vcctor?
If q - 3x2yaz3 then find grad q.
What are the lirnitations of Newton's laws?
What do yoLr ntean by rotational kinetic energy?
At what angle ofprojection the range and height ofa projectile becomes equal?
What is the relation between pressure and speed of a flowing fluid?
What is gravitational force between two bodies each of mass I kg and separated
by a unit distance?
What are uses of diffi'action grating?
Differentiate the ternls phase dilference and path difference.
Define holography.

(Essay-typc qucstions)

Q. 3 a) Define divergence of a vector tleld. State and prove the Gauss's divergence theorem.
(6)

b) A block is at rest on an inclined plane making an angle 0 with horizontal. As angle of
inclination is increased by raising its one end, it is found that slipping just started at an
angle of 15'. What is the coeflicient of static friction between the block and inclined
plane? (4)

Q. 4 a) State paraltet axis theorenr. Usir.rg parallet axis theorem, find the rotational inertia of
a solid rod of length l, and nrtrss M. about ar.r axis which is perpendicular its length and

t.
,)

J.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

passes tluough one of its end.
b) State and give mathernaticaI proolof work energy theorem.

(6)
(4)

Q. 5 a) Describe Young's double slit experiment. Derive relations for the position of bright
fiinges and dalk fringes and the fringe width. (6)
b) A double slit experinrent is performed with blue green light of wavelength 512 nm.
The slits are 1.2 mm apalt and screen is 5.4 m from the slits. How far apart are the bright
fringes as seen on the screen? (4)
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Section-II (Subjective Type)

Question no. 2: Write short answers of the following questions.

(10 x 2:20)

Explain center of mass of system of particles.

Define torque and explain with the help of examples.

Define unit vector and position vector.

Define work and also prove the work-energy theorem.

State the law of conservation of linear momentum.

A block slides without friction down a fixed, inclined plane. The angle of the

incline is 0 = 30" from horizontal. What is the acceleration of the block?

Explain the acceleration of an object moving in a circle at constant speed.

Determine the gravitational potential energy of a system.

Explain the characteristics of transverse and longitudinal waves.

Define and briefly explain damped harmonic motion.

(r)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)

Qucstion No. 3: (6+4)

(a) State and prove work energy theorem.

(b)TwovectorsaregivenbyA- 4i + 3j andB:6i - 8 j.Findthemagnitudesand

directions (with the +x-axis) of A, B, and A + B.

Question No.4:

(a) Calculate the Gravitation Potential Energy for many particle system.

(6+4)

(b) Calculate the energy possessed by a stone of mass 10kg kept at a height of 5m if
I 96x 102 J of energy were used to raise a 40kg boy above the ground, how high would he

be raised?

Question No. 5: (6+4)

(a) Describe the variation of energy in simple harmonic motion and find the total energy.

Also show that speed is maximum at equilibrium position with the help of equation.

(b) What should be the length of a simple pendulum whose period is I.0 second at a place

where g is 9.8m/s2. What is the Aequency of such pendulum?
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Section - I (Objective Type)

Question no. 1: Choose the correct answer from the given options. Overwriting, cutting and

erasing are not allowed.
1. A car stops and then starts accelerating uniformly at rate of 3 m/s2. speed of car after 20

seconds is
(a) 40 mis
(c) 100 m/s

2. Projectile Motion is a
(a) One dimensional motion
(c) Three dimensional motion

3. Which is scalar quantity?
(a) Displacement.
(c) Velocity.

q. Fxigivesus
(a) Torque
(c) Tangential Acceleration

5. A car travels a distance of 15 km with a constant force of 500 N, its work done is

(b) 60 m/s
(d) none

(b) Two dimensional motion
(d) Linear motion

(b) Speed.
(d) Acceleration.

(b) Negative of Torque
(d) Angular Acceleration

(b) 30 J
(d) 14500 J

(b) destroyed or transferred
(d) created or destroyed

(c) centerofgravity
(d) neutral equilibrium

g)zx"[r/E

(a) 7500000 J

(c) 1s500 J

6. Energy cannot be

(a) converted or transferred
(c) created or transferred

7. Point through which its whole weight appears to act for any orientation of object is

termed as

(a) mid-point of gravity
(b) stable equilibrium

8. During simple harmonic motion of mass-spring when block is at equilibrium position, its

(a) P.E is Maximum (b) K.E is Maximum
(c) P.E and K.E are equal (d) P.E and K.E both are zero

9. The time period "T" of physical pendulum is given

@)zufk/r
@*JklI

10. In a simple pendulum

o*"lr/E

(a) The form of energy changes at every point
(b) The total energy remains conserved

(c) Its energy at moan position is equal to at extreme position

(d) All of these
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Section- I (Objective TYPe)

Q. l. Each question has four possible answers, select the correct answer and cncircle it.

overwriting, cutting, erasing or use of lead pencil rvill carry zero credit. (l xl0= I 0)

(i) A point charge *e is at the center of a spberical conducting shell of ioner radius R1 and outel radius

R2.Thc chalge on the inner surface ofthe shell is

(a) +Q

(b) Zeto
(c) -Q

(d) Dependent on the total charge carried by thc shell

(ii) The product of nragnitude ofcharge and sepalatiorr between them is called

(a) Charge ntoment

(b) Chargelnonrenturl'l

(c) Dipole moment

(d) Dipole momentum

(iii) The potential energy of a dipole at any posilion 0 is given as U (0) - - P'

maximum when angle between F & E is

(a) Zero

(b) l80
(c) 270

(d) None of the above

E. lts potential energY will be

(iv) A point charge is placed at the center of a spherical Caussian surface ll- tlre

another sphere ofone tenth of the volume, the flux through the surface will

(a) Decrease

(b) lncrease

(c) Renrain unchanged

(d) None ofthe above

(v) Electlic potential is a scalar quantity lts gradient is

(a) scalar quantity

(b) vector qLrantity

(c) Non existant

(d) None ofthe above

(vi) A parallel plate capacitor is connected

appearc across its plates. lf the potential

will be

(a) One half of its initial capacitance

(b) Double of its initial capacitance

sulface is replaced b1'

across a soulce of voltage such that a potential difference V

diflerence between the plates is doubled, then its capacilance

(c) Unchanged

(d) None ofthe above

(vii) A charge q is projected into a magnetic fieJd of strength B with certain velocity v' al an angle 8' lfno

force is experienced by the charge, the value of 0 will be

(a) ou 
-frri 

45\ (c) 9oo (d) l2oo

(viii) The force F acting on a charge q moving in a magnelic field B wirh unifornr velocity V is given as

F= q ( V x B ), Which pair is at right angle 10 each other

(a) (q, F) (b) (q , B) (c) (F , v) (d) None of these

(ix) current is passing through a straight conductor. The type of ntagnetic field produced around it is

(a) Elliptic (b) Circular' (c) Straighl lirre (d) None of these

(x) Pernrirtivity of liee space (ex) antl pernreability of fi'ee space (1rt') are related rvith sonre constant ( C )

in free space as

(c) C= Jeo X tn,
I/,1\ ('r:' ito x Ptt

Eo tto
Eo(a) C= (b)
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Section- II (subjective Type)

Notc: Attempt all questions

Q.2. Write short nnswers of the following: (2x10 = 20)

i. An electrical dipole of dipole moment p is placed in a uniform electric field E. Write

an expression for its potential energy. For what orientation its potential energy will be

maxirnunr.

ii. A spherical body of radius R has a surface chalge density o. Wliat will be the total

charge enclosed by the spl.rere.

iii. Two conductors carry similar and same amount of cl"rarge. What is potential

difference between them?

iv. The vah,re of E at a given point is zero. What will be the value of V at that point?

v. l-low will the capacitance of parallel plate capacitor change if the liee space betwceu

its plates is replaced by a dielectric medium.

vi. A potential difference V is applied across a conducting wire oflength L and dianreter

d. what will be e{'fect on the drift velocity of electrons if the length of the wire is

doubled.

vii. A charge is lying stationary at a certain poiut. Can it be set itrto motion if a nragnetic

field is applied on it. If not why?

viii. Why anti parallel cLu'r'ent repels each other?

ix. Write integral form of Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction.

x. Why fen'onragnelic tnaterials become paramagnetic at Curie ternperature?

Q.3. (a) State Gauss's law. Derives both integral and differential fomrs of Gauss's law. Also

deduce Coulonrbs law lronr Causs's law.

(b) Distance between

magnitude of potential

protons.

Q.4. (a) Explain Lorentz force.

e/m ofan electron.

where B" : 0, Calculate the rragnetic field.

Q.5. Write the note or.r the follor.ving

two protons in the nucleus of arl atotrt is 6.0 trn. CalcLrlate thc

energy associated with the electric force that acts between these

(6+4)

Show l.row the concept of this force was nsed to detenline

(6+4)

(s+s)

O) An electron is moving in a uniform magnetic field (B) with velocity

V: (40i+ 30i ) kmis. If the electron experience a magnetic force F = (-4.2?.+ 4.Si) f N

l. Magnetic fieid due to current through a lor.rg straight wire using Biot-Sawarl Law.

2. Magnetic matelials.
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Absolute zero (Zero degree kelvin) is impossible
a) Theoretically
b) Experimentally

c) Practically
d) All of these

2. The sum ofenergy lost and gained in any process must equal to
a) Maximum.
b) Minimurn.

c) Any value.
d) Zero.

J. A hcat engine is capable of changing
a) Thermal energy.
b) Meclranical energy.

c) Vibrational energy.
d) Rotational energy.

4. Iu closed enl . . .. . . lnav llot entel or leave.

a) Mass.
b) Velocity.

c) Pressure.
d) None of tlrese.

5. Ileat added to an open system is taken to be

a) +ve
b) -ve

c) Zero.
d) Anyone.

6. If P/f is constaut then process will be

a) lsoclroric
b) Isobaric

c) Adiabatic
d) Isotherrnal

7. Civen tlrat n and P are constant than V/T wilt be

a) Continuous
b) Constant

c) Variable
d) Zero.

8. The change in internal energy ofa closed systetn is due to heat...
a) Added
b) Leave

c) Trarrsfer
d) hrforrnation is not complete.

9. 1'he entlopy of the system decreases if heat. . . . . . to a system

a) Added
b) Leave

c) Transfer
d) Information is not complete.

10. Entropy can also be defined by

a) Uncertainty principle.
b) 'Iheory of everything.

c) Fermi Dirac statistics.
d) All of these.
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Section -II (Subjective Type)

Qucstion no: I
Write sl'rort answers to the given questions:

(sx4=20)

a. State and relate three well-known definitions of second law of thermodynamics?

b. Can you warm the kitchen in winter by leaving the oven door open? Can you cool the

kitcl'ren on a hot surnmer day by leaving the refrigerator door open?

c. A Carnot e[gine takes in 3000 calories of input heat and rejects 2000 calories as

waste heat. The temperature of the waste heat is 600oC. Determine the (a) efficiency

ofthe heat errgine and (b) useful work done by the engine?

d. 100 coins are placed head up in a box. After the box is shaken vigorously, only 50

coins are found to be heads ttp. Determine the change in entropy of the system?

e. Define the following:
i. Thermal Isolation.
ii. Seebeck Effect.
iii. Thermistor.
iv. Tliermocouple.
v. Phase Space.

Scction-III

Qucstion no: 1

Taking the ideal gas as system, find the value of work done:

(i) In Thermal Equilibrium.
(ii) In Adiabatic Expansion.

Question no: 2
State and derive the Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution function.

(10)

Question no: 3 (13)

Defrne Entropy in therrnodynamics? Wtrat do you know about entropy in statistical physics?

Calcnlate the dirnensions of entropy in statisticat physics? Also prove the "additive property

of entropy'' and "entropy is exact dffirential'? Justifu the statement that entropy in a natural

system is always increasing?

(7)
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(a) Increase (b) decrease

(r,) The molecules of an ideal gas

(a) Exert force on each other'

(c) Do :rot have kinetic energy

(vi) An ideal gas equation can be rvritten as

(") ; = Constant

@ #: constant

(vii) Work is done on an ideal gas such that its vohurre changes fronr an initial value V1 to

a final value V6. Wolk done i,vill be - i,e if
(a) Vp< V; (b) Vr> Vr (c) Vr: Vi (d) None of these

(viii) An adiabatic plocess is one in which no heat

(a) Can entel but can leave the system (b) Can enter but can't leave the systeu.t

(c) Can enter or leave the system (d) None of these

(ix) A gas is compressed adiabatically. Its temperatru-e rvill
(a) lncrease (b) decrease

(x) Real gases can be liquefied because

(c) remain constar-r(d) none of these

(a) They have no space between their nTolecules

ft) They have space betu,een their moiecules
(c) They are incompressible
(d) None of these 

.
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Scction- I (Objective Type)

Q. 1. Each question has four possible ansrvers, select the correct ansrver and encircle it.

Ovenvriting, cutting, erasing or use oflead pencil will carry zero credit. (1x10:10)

(i) In the case of rnass spriug systeni executing simple harmonic motion if x and x,,,

denote the instantaneous and maximum displacements of the mass from mean

position then maximum enelgy of mass wili be

61 )nxz (b) iurS (c) lcxzo + kxz (d) None of these

(ii) Two simple halmonic motion wl.rich are at right angie to each other having identical

amplitudes and fi'eqr-rencies but cliffering in phase by 900 are combined togetl]er. Their

resultant motiorr is
(a) Circle (b) Eilipse (c) Parabola (d) None of these

(iii) The relation between wavelength ()") and wave nurrber (k) is given as

ril K:T (b) k:; )" (c) k:ZtrA (d) None of these

(iv) A soulce of sound is moving away fiom an stationary observer. The wavelengtir of
sour-rd will appeal: to

(c) Remain corlstant (d) None of these

(b) Do not exefi force on each other'

(d) Have potential enelgy

(b) - = Coustant
T

(d) Pr,= Constant
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Note: Attempt all questions

Q.2, Writc short ansrver of the follorving

Q.3.

(2x10-20)

Why the frequency of second pendtrh.ul is 0.5 Hz.
A w'ave passes fi'om one mediun to another such that its speed of propagation changes. If
equality offrequencies holds, find tlie relation betrveen speeds and waveleugths in both

mediums.

What will be the effect or.r amplitude and inter.rsity of resultant of two rvaves which are

travelling in the same clilection but out of phase by 1800?

When a body is said to be in the state of thennal equiiibLium.
What are the macroscopic palan.reters of thermodynamics? Give exanrples.

Undel what condition Vander Waals equation of state reduces to an ideai gas equatior.r.

State zerotir law of thermodynarnics.

Establish a relation between Celsius and Falrrenl.reit scales.

Write tluee properties of ideal -eas.
Wiry plessure folce is non conselvative.

(a) What is damped haluronic n-rotion? Find its equation and derive its soiution. Also

caLculate the a:nplitude and fi'equency of damped harmonic oscillator'.

(b) Prove that the urean lif'e time of damped oscillations depends upon mass of block

arrd plopelties of lesistive mediLrnt.

(7+3)

Delive an explession for work done on an ideai gas du-r-ing isothermal process.

A certain gas has a volume of 1130 cml and pressure of 101 K Pa at 42 0c.The

gas is then allou'ed to expand r-rntil its vohule is 1530 cru3 aud its pressule is

106 K Pa. Find

(i) the nrunber of molecules of gas in the system (ii) its final temperattlre

(6+4)

(a) Deline entropy. Explain entropy change in reversible process and irreversible

process. Horv entlopy and second law of thermodynamics at'e t'elated to each

other

(b) A sntall block of ice melts reversibly to water such that its temperature t'emaitls

at 00c througirout the process. If the mass of the ice is 235 g, fi1d the change ir.r

enilopy for ice. The heat of fusion of ice is 333 KJ/ Kg.

' (7+)

l.

ii.

111.

(a)

(b)

Q.4.

Qs.
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Qucstion no.1: Choosc thc bcst option. (10x1=10)

1) What is the name of the following statcmcnt: "When two systcms are in thermal
equilibrium with a third system, then thcy arc in thermal equilibrium with each other"?

2) Which oIthe following is a charactcristic oIan adiabatic process?

a) AU=0 b) Q:0 c) w:0 d) none of these.

3) A sample ol'idcal gas has an intcrnal cncrgy L-i and is then compressed to one-haif of its
original volttme while the tcmpcrature stays thc same. Wirat is thc new intemal energy of
the ideal gas in tcrms of IJ?

a) tj b) 1t2u c) 2rl e) none of these

4) rhe Third Law of 'lhermodynarnics rcfcrs to a state known as "absolute zero." This is the
bottom point on thc

a) Celsius

tcmpcraturc scale.

b) Kclvin c) |ahrcnheit

(a) First [,aw of 'Ihermodynamics

(c) 'l'hird Law ol'fhcrmodynamics

a) ILBCos45o b) rlil

a) along a circular path
c) along a parabolic path

(b) Sccond Law of Thermodynamics
(d) None of thesc.

d) 4rJ

5) 'l'he tempcraturc of an ideal gas incrcascs from 20 C to 40 C
samc. What happcns to lhc volurnc of thc gas?

a) It doubles b) It quadruplcs c) onc-half

An clectric bulb clraws a cuncnt of 0.15 A rlor 20 minutes.
electric chargc that I1ows through the circuit.

a) 420C b) 70c c) 25C

d) none ofthese

whilc thc pressurc stays thc

d) none oflhese

Calculate the amount of

d) none ofthese

ficld parallel to direction of

6)

7)

8)

e)

If a current carrying conductor is placed in uniform magnctic
field then force experienced by conductor will bc

what is true about the field lines of all electric, magnetic, and gravitational fields? Tirey

a) forrn loops b) radiate from charges or masses
e) show the path that a particle will follow d) nevcr cross

A magnetic field that is uniform can be found

a) around a current carrying wire b) around a current carrying loop
c) outside a current carrying solenoid d) inside a currcnt carrying sotenoid

10) When a charged particle is fired into a uniform magnctic held at an angle of 90, it moyes

c) Zero d) none ofthese

b) along a straiBl.rt path

- d) atong a spilal path
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Qucstion no.2: Writc short answcrs of thc following qucstions. (10x2=20)

1. Statc and bricfly explain thc first law of thermodynamics.
2. What is heat capaciry? Diff'erentiatc bctwccn C, and C".
3. An ideal heat cngine opcratcs bctwecn two tcmperatures 600 K and 900 K. What is the

efhciency of the cnginc?
4. What is intcrnal cncrgy o f ar.r ideal gas? Ilxplain briefly.
5. What is an electrio dipotc? Sketch thc elcctric licld around an electric dipole.

6. A parallel-plate air capacitor ofcapacitancc of 100 pF'has a charge ofmagnitude 0.1 pC

on each plate. lhe platcs arc 0.5 mm apart. What is the potcntial difference between the

platcs?
7. A point chargco['-l-3.12 x 10{'C is 12.3 cm distant lrom a second point charge of -

1.48 x 10-6 C. Calculatc thc magnitudc o[ thc force on each charge.
8. What is Lorentz I"orcc? Find the exprcssion of vclocity of thc moving particle at which

the Lorcntz forcc on particlc is cqual to zcro and particle moves straight in the region of
uniform electric and magnetic ficlds.

9. What is magnctism and clcctromagnctism? Explain bricfly.
\-. 10. Statc I-cnz's law ol clcctrornagnetic induction.

Qucstion no.3: (5+5+5=l s)

a) Statc Coulomb's law. Skctch torsion balance and explain how it was used to find thc
electrostatic folces bctwccn chargcd parliclcs. Also writc its vector form.

b) Find thc capacitancc of parallol platc capacitor in terms of area of plate 'A' and

scparation between platcs 'd' whcrc clectrio ficld due to infinitc sheet of charges is o/2eo.

c) Consider a point chargc qr: +2.2VC at thc origin and a second point charge gz:+l.2yC
at a distancc L along x axis, whcrc L:l5cm. At what point P along the x axis is thc
clcctric ficld zcro'?

Qucstion no.4: (8+7=15)

a) Irind thc magnctio I'rcld duc to a currcnt oarrying wirc and a solenoid by using Ampere's
Law.

b) Two parallcl wircs are i0.0 cm apart, and cach carries a current of 10.0 A. If the currents
are in the same dircction, find thc forcc pcr unit length exerted by one of the wires on the
other. Are the wircs attracted or rcpcllcd? I{epeat thc problem with tl.re currents in

opposita dircctions,
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OBJECTIW PART

Q.l Encircle the correct answer from given multiple choices in each part. (f x 10)

A) The radiation emitted by hot body depends on

i) Temperature

iv) A1l above

ii) lv{aterial ofblack body iii) Shape and surface

B) Which one of the following particles, all having the same kiaetic energy, has the shortest

wavelength?

i) Neutron ii) Electron iii) Proton iv) Alpha particle

C) Ballmer series of lines of hydrogen iies in the electromagnetic spectrum is tn

i) lnfrared region ii) Ultraviolet region

iii) Visible region iv) X-ray region

D) X-ray are produced through

i) Bremsstrahlung processes ii) K-shell emission processes

iii) Radioactive decay iv) Both Bremsstrahlung and K-shell emission

E) In the black body radiations when temperatue increases

i) The wavelength of maximum spectral radiancy shift to'*'ards upper side

ii) The wavelength of maximum spectral radiancy remains same

iii) The wavelength of maximum spectral radiancy shift towards lower side

iv) None of above

F) The kinetic energy ofphotoelectrons depends on the

i) Angle ofincident light ii) Intensity ofincident light

iii) Both intensity and angle of incident light iv) Frequency ofincident light

G) What is minimum possible energy of electron when trapped in infinite potential well of

width L.

i) 0 ii) between 0 and h2i 8mL2 ill; h2l8ml2 iv) None of above

If) In beta decay nucleon number is

i) Decreases bY 1 ii) Increases bY 1

iii) Increases by 2 iv) Remains unchanged

I) The force which hold the nucleons together inside the nucleus is

i)LongrangeGravitationalforceii)Coulombforceofattraction

iii) Short rang strong force iv) Short range weak forces

O To make silicon to N type semiconductor you might add to it

iii) Arsenic iv) Boroni) Indium ii) Aluminum
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SUBJECTIVE PART

Note: Attempt all questions of this section.

Q. 2 Give the short answer of each question.

(2x10=20)

i. Briefly comment on energy-time uncertainty relationship.

ii. Describe de Broglie hypothesis.

iii. Write the Bohr Postulates to explain the hydrogen spectrum.

iv. Explain shortly, the difference between continuous and characteristic X ray spectrum.

v. What is difference between spontaneous emission and stimulated emission?

vi. Briefly mention four characteristics of Laser light.

vii. What is difference between donor and accepter impurities

viii. What is nuclear reaction? Give the difference between exothermic and endothermic

reaction.

ix. Wh, z:s U is , while others isotopes are not.

x. Define controlled thermonuclear fusion. List the three problems in controlled thermo

nuclear reaction.

Explain major features of photo electric effect that cannot be explained in terms of
classical wave theory of light. (5)

Explain photoelectric effect by using the Einstein photoelectric equation. (S)

When an electron is trapped inside,an infinitely deep potential well, show that

(i) Energy ofelectron is quantized

(ii) Electron spends more time in certain parts of the well than other.

(b) Consider an electron is confined by electrical forces to an infinite deep potential well

whose length is 100 pm, which is roughly one atomic diameter. What is the energy of its

lowest allowed state? (3)

Q.5 (a) Show that radioactive decay obeys exponential Law. Deduce relation between half

life and disintegration constant. (5r 2)

(b) Find the energy released during the alpha decay of 238U. The needed atomic masses are
38u:238.050795, aHe 

= 4.002603 u. 23oTh :234.043593 u. (3)
n-

Q.3 (a)

(b)

Q.4 (a)

(s)

(2)
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Section -I (Objective Type) (1x10 = l0)

Q.1. Each question has four possible answers, select the correct answer and encircte it.
Ovenvriting, cutting, erasing or use of lead pencil will carry zero credit.

(D The conect relationship between induced charge on dielectric surface and the free charge q is
q *q'(1-lf k")
q'-q(t-tlk")

1o1 49 =Po 
idlslnd

4tt r'

k) dE -Po 
iai"'

4r r'
(v) The unit of JZC is

(b) q' - k"q

(d) q'-k"lq
(a)

(c)

(ii) A conductor of resistivity p has curent density -/. If E is the electric field intensity applied

inside then its value is equal to

G) -_e 16) .4 (ci I @t pJ
Je.p

(iii) A rnoving charge will produce
(a) electric field (b) magnetic field (c) both (a)and(b) (d) none as above

(iv) The vector forrn of Biot-Sava('s law for a current carrying element is

(ui) The temperature at which a ferrorragnetic materiaI becomes pararnagnctic is
(a) Absolute temperature (b) Curie temperature
(c) Adiabatic temperature (d) Neutral temperature

(vii) Which type of substance has the largest atomic dipole moments?
(a) Paramagnetic (b) diarnagnetic (c) ferromagnetic (d) all three types are same

(viii) Iu an electrotnagnetic wave the average energy density associated with rnagnetic field wil[ be

hl ! LI' b\ B' (c) ! u^B' (d) /o-' 2 2p, Z' '- '-' 28'?

(ix) For an electromagnetic wave the direction of the vector E, .E gives:

b\ 'lE =t'o 
idl -"'4r r'

G') dE -tLtil!4z r'

(c) Arnpere (d) Second(a) Henry (b) Farad

(a) the direction of the electric field
(c) the direction ofwave propagation

(b) the direction of the magnetic field
(d) the direction of the emf induced by the wave

(x) The process ofconversion ofAC to DC is known as
(a) oscillation (b) amplification (c) power dissipation (d) rectification
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ii.

i ii.
iv.

vi.
vii.
v ii i.
ix.
x.

Q.3:

Allempt this Paper on Separate Answer Sheet provided,

SECTION - II (Subjective Part)

Note: Attempt all Questions

Q.2. Write short answers of the following questions: (2x10 = 20)

Why can an isolated atom not have a permanent electric dipole moment

Show that, lvolt -lweber
sec ond

State Gauss' larv and give its integral form.
What is meant by the term Bohr magneton?
Briefly explain the difference between diamagnetic and ferrornagnetic materials.
What is the effect of dielectric on the capacitance of a capacitorf
What is the origin of atomic magnetization?
Is there any way to set up a magnetic field other than by causing charge to move?
What do you mean by Barrier Potential in a pN junction diode?
Write down mathernatical fonns of Maxwell,s equations.

(a) Consider the case ofa dipole in a uniform electric field and derive expressions for
(i) Torque acring on it, and it's
(iD Potential energy U

(b) Describe briefly the process of calculating the valuc of electric field from the
electric potential. (6,4)

(a) Considcr a parallel plate capacitor filled with a material of dielectric constantK,.

Apply Gauss' law on it to show that, e. f X" E . dA =Q
(b) A rectangular loop ofrvire ofwidth D and resistance R is dragged to the right at a

constant velocity v inside a uniform external magnetic field B that is directed
perpendicularly into the plane of the loop. prove that the rate at which mechanical

Q.4:

work will be donc on the I 82 Dz v2
oop ls P= 

R
(5, 5)

Q,5: (a) Derive an expression for magnetic force on a current-carrying wire.
(b) Describe in details the energy transport of electromagnetic wives in terms of

Poynting vector i.
(5,5)
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l) The depletion region ofajunction is fouled

a) Dr.rriug the matrufacturing process c) under reverse bias

d) when ils teurporat'.rle is reducecltr) Wlren for-wat'd bias rs applied to it

?.1 Wirr.ir a ciiode is forr.varci biasccl i.rntl tiie ltias voltage is increasccl, the lorward iurcn[ will

h) [r,crease

lr) Decrease

3) When forward biascd a diode

a) Block cuuent

b) Conducts ourrent

4) Idcailv a diode caii be replesented by a

itl voltage so trL'ce

b) l{esistauce

a) The cilcuit is wor:king properly

b) There is an open diode

7) The emittcl currcrrt is always

a) Greater than the base current
- b) Less thiur thc coliector current

a) Vcc

b) 0v

9) A JFE'I is alu'ays operates with

a) 'fhe gate to soLlrce pn junction tci'erse biasetl

t ) 'fhe gate to soLrroe pn junction ton*ard biasec!

c) 1.'he drain conrrcctcci to grouud

d) The gate coluccter.l to source

1 0) Iu a self biased .TFE f , ths gate is a(

a) A posirii,e voltage

b) A ucgative votlage

c) r:ot cllrnge

d) Saruc

c) Has a high lesistance

d) Drop a iarge voltage

c) SrvLtch

d) ail oi ihese

c) tl-re transtbrmer secondaly is shortcd

_ t) the lilter cao_acitor_is leaky_,

c) gleater thar-r the collector cuttent

d)ansvrcla&c

c) iloating

d) 0.2v

c) 0V

d) ;r ounC

5) If one of thc diocles irr a bridge rectifier is open, the otttPut is

a) 0V c) A half r.r,ave reclilled vohage

b) One foLuth the anrplitude of the inprt voltagc d) t\ i?0 iIz voltagc

6) If 1,,;u iiro checking a 6r) I.tz- fiLll-rvavc b,,idge rectiiler and ob:;eive that tire oLrtplt has a

60 l-iz- Lipo lc

8) In a tlansistor antplifier', if the base cnritteriuuctiou rs open, tlte collector voltage is
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O 2 \\i rit.r short ans\ver oI tite lbllori,ing qrrestions.

i. What clo you urean b1, clipping circuirs?

IL \\/hal clo you ulean by positive clamping circLrits?

tl]. What iu'e the Uias condiriorrs to cper.xte tlre transistor.'l

l\,' l)cscti[ro tltc cot)tllir)l)s thlrL 1tr',,r.r-rcc cLrtoll anri siltLl].iltl()jt ill

\ I)tarv tlrc cilcLriL .iiagram,'rl ((iL.; as enritter. Ittilorr,cr'.)

\/i. I)ian' the circuit diagranr ol iiill wave bridge rcctiller.

vti.

\/llt.
j.\..

)l

(2;< I U=20)

Int ns is Ir.rr''.)

anrl sho vv the culrcnt

path?

What is the t'elation betrveen thc p and o?

\\lhaL is pcali lcvclse voltagc (PI(V)?

l)r'alv th,: cilcri:ii iri r,ollaqe '] ril-.ier ancl shorv rvlriic tirc r,cr.lta.qc Lrc obtainccl'l

Dlar.r thc o{,lt- r)Lri o1'thc giv,.rr e iLcuits'?

:n, 3v t
l,ot(O

lvd

+q{

Q.3 a) Hor,^r a Bridge Rectifier can operate, whe t are its advantages on a Full-wave Rectifie r?

b) Whal is a Limiter circuit? What are its cateBories, where we use it, explain rvith exantpies? 4

Q.4 a)Briefii, ir.)(;il.rin the working uf l:,.rr:T resister cor'ninon emitter ampliiier'and fincl its ui;s stabilization

ratio? 1

b) Determine the po6 for a transistor where lo =50UA ancl lc = 3.65mA. 3

Q.5 a) Draw and explain the function of JFET n-channel as self- Bias circuit? 6

b) Determine the value of Rs( Source resister) required to a self bias p- channel JFET 'rith le55 -25

mA and V631ory;= 15V and V;;5 to l;e 5V. 4
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SECTTON-I

Question No. I Choose the right ansrverl

1 . Radiations are emitted tiom a hot body. lf the remperatule of the hot body is increased.
the frequency of r.adiation u,'ilI

a) Decrease

b) Increase

c) Remain constant

d) None ofthe above
2 During the study of photoelectric effect. it was observed that if the fi.equcncy of ilcidelt

photon was less than the tlueshold frequency then number of emitted photoelectrols
a) Incleases with increase in the intensity of incident photon
b) Decreases rvith increase in the intensity of incident photon
c) Remains constant

d) None o1- the above
3 The war"elength ol' de-tsrogle r.vaves associated with macroscopic object can not be

measured because their associated wavelength is
a) Very smail
b) Very large
c) de - Br.ogle waves are not associated w.ith massive objects
d) None ofthe above

4' Using Schrodinger u'ave equation it can easily be sllou.n that an electron i1 infi1it1,deep
rvell has an elterg)r r.t hic[ is equal ro

a) Zero
h2D) --_

St tLt
c) Infinit1,
d) None of the abor.e

5. The infi.a-red region consists of
a) Paschen series

b) Baliler ser-ies

c) Lal,rnar.r series

d) None ofthe above
6. An electron jumps fi.om ntl state to p,r'state.

,Cal -,^
'. ,th) -'c
c) ).C

d) None of the above

'lhe quantum frequency ernitted is

P.T.O.



7. The excited state commonly has lit'e time of only nanosecond befbre they de-excite by

spontaneous emission. The longer' lived state having lile time of the order of 10-' seconds

is called

a) Stable state

b) Meta - stable state

c) Long lit-e state

d; None ofthe above

8. The mass of a nuclear particle is generally measured in unified mass scale (U) such that

lu is equal to
1,a) i (mass ofone atom ofCarbon)

-1-b,l : (mass of one atom ol Nitrogen)
1.

c1 a (mass ofone atom of HYdrogen)

d) None of the above
c). Mean life oi a raclioactive elernent is

a) Greater tl.ran t[.re hall liie of that radioactive eiement

b) Shorter than the hall lite of tl.rat radioactive element

c) Equal to the lialf life of that radioactive element

d) None ofthe above

10. A nuclear reaction is called exothennic nncleal reaction ifnuclear Ieaction enelgy Q is

a) Negative

b) Positive

cl Z.ero

d) None ofthe above
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SECTION.I

Write the short answer of the following questions

(6+4)

an infinity

Question No. 2 (2x l0)

l. State Wein displacenrent law and write its matherratical forni.
2. Wlite difference between photoelectric effect and Comptorr effect.
3. What is de - Broglie hypothesis.
1. Dcfine wave fLrnction. If in a given regiorr, tlre rvave lunctious lrl2l - t. what is the probability

of frnding the particle in that region.
5. Define spectroscopy. Name three dilferent type ofspectra.
6. Name lour quantunr nurnbers fbr hydr.ogen atorn.
7. wllat is the source of ltppeak in x-rays spectrum. Also show this transition by diagrarn.
8. Give the difference betrveen sportar)eous enrission and stimulated emission.
9. What is nuclear force? Cive the source of nuclear force.

10. What is nuclear leaction? Write equation of fission of 2f,lu.

SBCTION-tI

Question No. 3

(a) Usiug Sclrrodinger wave equarion, discuss the behavior of a particle trapped in
deep well and slrow that electron is net,er at rest ill suclr a well.

(b) An electron ttapped in an iufinite deep well ollvidth 253 pnt is in the grouud state. Flow rruclr
energy should it absorb tojuurp up to third excited state.

Question No. J (6+4)

(a) Define half li1'e of a radioactive elenrent. Derive a relation between lialf life and disintegration
constant of radioactive element. Also prove tirat mean life of a radioactive elernent is greatcr than
its hall lif-e.

(b) A radioaotive sample decays at an absolute

9.49 x 101e atoms in tlrat sarnple calculate

Question No. 5

Write notes on the following

1. He - Ne Laser

2. Nr"rclear Reactor

rate of 1600 counts per second. If there ale

its half lile in years.

(s+s)
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1. Select and tick one answer from the glven multipie choice (10)
(i) The brachistochorone problem is the

(a) least area problem

(b) least distance problem

(c) least time problem

(d) least energy problem

(ii) If the Lagrangian does not involve
called

a pa,rticular coordinate fi such coordinate ls

(a) Angie coordinate.

(b) Ficticious coordinate

(c) Complete coordinate

(d) Cyclic coordinate.

(iii) The total angular momentum of a system of particles is constant if
(a) the toral force is zero

(b) the total torque is zero

(c) the total energy is zero

(d) the total momentunr is zero

(iv)Isotropy of space means that the system is invariant under

(a) translation in space

(b) rotation in space

(c) translation in time

PT-o.

SECTION-I (Multiple Cho



(d) translation in space and time

(v) Kepler's second Law of planetry motion directly follows from

(a) Conservation of iinea.r momentum

(b) Consewation of angula.r momentum

(c) Homogeniety of time

(d) Homogeneity of space

(vi) constraints that cannot be expressed as equations of coordinates and time i.e

-f(rr,rz,...,rN.t):0

are said to be

(a) holorromic

(b) Non-holonomic

(c) Simple

(d) Cmciform

(vii) Holonomic constraints are

(a) non-integrable

(b) hermitian

(c) norrr:yclir:

(d) integrable

(viii) The shortest distance between two points on a ctuved surface is

(a) a,.traight line

(b) a tangent

(c) a geodesic

(d) a semi-circle

(xi) The vahte of accentricity a for a parabola is

(a) e >0

(b) e -t
(c) e:0
(d) 0<a < 1

(x) The Hamiltonian can be constructed from the Lagrangia' using the formula:
(a) H:piq;-L.
(b) H-i,q;-L.

b) H:*
dq;

G\ H:!
L
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2. Show that the kinetic energy of a two-particle system is

i, ^, 
+)u,,,

und 1 : l * lt reduced rnass)
k nlt rn2

What are constraints? Distinguish between hoionomic and nonholonomic corutraints
by giving examples.

(5)

Show explicitly that

where x: x(qr,S:,.. ,q").(5)

5. Show that when a particle dcscribes a circle under a central attraction directed to a
point in the circumference, the law of force is the inverse fifth power of the distance.(5)

6. (a) Shou' that, the equation of a curve for which surface area is rr-rinimum is a catenary

, - oaoah u - b

a

where a and D are constanis.

(b) Use Hamilton's principle of least actiorr to derive Hamilton's equations of motion

aaaa a a aa aaaaaaa ao aaraaao a.

PAPER: Classical Mechanics
urse Code: P

where M == mt * m.2. u is the relative speed,

(5)

J.

4.

Ax A*-

oqn oq,

AH
Ak' P;:

AH
- 0q,

(5+5)
(P.r.o.)

Attempt this Paper on Seporate Answer Sheet provided.

SECTION-III



, 
fl*r,:"J*iational 

method ro derive Euler_Lagrange equation of motio, for a given

f,=Jfly@),y'(t),ldx
3l

(b) Show that the transformation

p : qcotp,

e : toefrr?)1 '-b\ q /'

is canonical (5*5)

8' (a) show that, if a transformation from (q,p) to (e, p) be canonical then the bilinearforrrr

\{or"aa, - 6q;dpi),
I

is- invariant rurder the canonical transformation.
(b)A particle of mass rn glides without friction on a cycloid, given by

x _ a(0 _sind)

A _ a(t*cosd), 0<0<hr

Find the Lagrange,s equation of motion.(5+5)
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Section-I
Fill in the blank or answer true/false.

1. If / is a scalar function with continuous second partial derivatives, then V x (Vl) : curi (Srad.f) :

2. If F is a vector field having contiauous second partial derivatives, then V. (V x F) : div (curl F) :

3. Suppo^se that Q is a piecewise-smooth simple closed curve bounding a simply connected region .R. If
P,A,ffi and ff are continuous on R, then ic Pds + QdA - ........ ...

4. gii gik : 6rh

5. V<bG\:*Li

6. ei : gij ej ande.:g;rer

7. The function lQ) - e;\ has an essential singularity at z: !

8. II z:3 -t 4i, then n" (,:) - Rc(zlz) ........and I- (;) - ]ul(zlz):
9. If /(z) : e' is periodic with period

10. The only possible singularities of a rational function are poles (Tiue/False)

(Ttue/False)

(T!ue/Faise)

(Ttue/False)

(Tlue/False)
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Section-Il (Short Questions)
1. If B:V x A, showthat

for any closed surface .9.

2. Expand

Section-III
1. Show that

t'r,.a,:o,

IJ\z)-- 4t_zy

Marks:20

Marks-30

in a Laurent series valid for 0 < lzl < i.

3. Determine whether z : 0 is an isolated or non-isolated singu.larity ol f(z) : tat(7lz).

4. A vector A is decomposed into a radial vector A, and a tangential vector A6. If i is a unit vector in
the radia"l direction, show that

A, = i(A.i),
Ar = -ix (i x A).

5. Eraluate $" ,ff'taar, where C is the circle lz] :1.

{ f" (10 a1T
l-

"/o (o + cosd)2 (,/7z11)'
(a > 1).

2. Use Cauchy's residue theorem to evaluate

I cotr.

1",=,.;",
3. Suppose A:laiil, B : Ibrl anrl that B: A-1 . By considering the determinaat o: lA,, show that

0a _ ^p,0oij1uk '"" 1uk '

4. We may define Christoffel symbols of the fust kind by

l;,a : gitLjp.

Show that these are given by

.,.. - ] Iog,u -?g:x -7g;i\-xts-2\Aui , Aui 0"k l.

5. Prove the expression V.u :#;A ff; @rn""r) + fi (ttrhsail + fr @fizat)) in orthogonal curvi-

linea,r coordinates.
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Q.1 Encircle the correct auswer (from the given multiple choices) i1 each part. (1x10 = 10)

A) How tnany total nutnber of lattice types are there in three dinrensions?

i)5 ii) 8 iiD 14 iv) 16

ll) Which of the following combination of structures has similar packing fraction?

i) FCC and SC ii) BCC and SC iii) BCC and HCP iv) HCP and FCC

C) A primitive cell has lattice points per trnit cell

i) One ii) Two iii) Three iv) Four

D) Reciprocal of FCC lattice is

i) FCC lattice ii) UCC lattice iii) SC lattice iv) I'lCP lattice v) Nonc oltlresc

E) Optical phonon branch appears in

i) monoatomic lattice ii) diatonric lattice iii) triatornic lattice iv) None of these

F) According to Dulong-Petit law, the phonon heat capacity C"

i)stronglydependsontenrperatureii)indcpendentoftelnperatureiii)renrains
constant at all ternperatures iv) ii) and iii) v) norre ofthese

G) Van der Waals interactions in inert gas crystals are always

i) repulsive ii) attractive iii) neither attractive nor repulsive iv) zero v) none ofthese

H) At high temperatures, phonon heat 
^capacity, 

c, (according of Debye model) varies as:

i) 1:" ii) T3/: iii) T2 iv) T v) None olthese

I) In rnonatomic lattic^e, the frequency of the w'ave at long wavelengths varies with k as:

i) k ii) kr iii) k3 iv) independent of wave-vector k

o Bulk modulus (B) and cornpressib ilitY (IrJ are related to each other as:

i).8 has direct relation to K ii).8 has inverse relation to r( iii) B is not related to K

iv) None of these
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Note: Aftempt all questions. Write to the point answer of theoretical part of each question'

Q,2 Cive to the point answer / short description ol each question (4xs=20)

a) Drarv (21l), (200), (l0l) and (ll l) crysta llograph ic planes in cubic unit cell'

b) Describe briefly what is tneant by anharrnonic crystal interactions'

c) write down the steps to find Miller indices of a plane whose intercepts are2, 1,2.

tl) How an inert gas crystal holds together? Disctlss the origin ol Varr der Waals

interactions in crYsta ls?

e) For lrexagonal close-packed structure (HCP), show that the c/a = 1.633a.

Q.3

n) Derive the dispersion relation for a diatomic linear chain of atorns with masses M r and

Mz (Mr>Mz) by taking into account nearest neighbor interactions ' O\

b) Cive physical significance of the appearance of optical and acoustical branches in the

dispersion relation.. why frequency gap between trvo modes occurs in case of diatomic

lattice? (3)

Q.4

a) Derive the diffraction condition in reciprocal lattice'

b) what is Madelung constant? Find its value lor an inflnite one dimensional array

alternative ions.

Q.s

a) What are the discrepancies in the classical theory of lattice heat capacity of solids? Derivc

an expression for lattice heat capacity of solids on the basis of Einstein model (3+4)

b) Discuss how Einstein model fits weltwith the experimental observations for low and high

temperature litnits. (3)

(7)

of
(3)
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Q.1 Mark the Correct one (OBJECTIVE) 10

1. The efficiency of transformer coupled Class -A power Amplifier is

al 2s% b) s0% c)79% d) 100%

2. Pie (t'r) Filter circuit consists of and two Ca pa cito rs.

c) Battery d) tra nsistora) Resisto r b) lnd uctor

3. ln the forward blocking region the SCR is:

a) Reverse biased b) in the off state c) in the on state d) at the point of break down

4. Which of the following is not a characteristic of the UJT?

a) intrinsic standoff ratio b) negative resistance

c) peak point voltage d) bilateralconduction

5. Flip- Flop is a circuit which can store:

a) two bit memory b) one bit memory c) both a, and b

d) non of them

6. UJT transistor use in:

a).Oscillator b) Pha se control c) Amplifier d) both a and b

7. A diode that has a negative resistance characteristic is the:

a) Schottky diode b) tunnel diode c) laser diode d) Diac

8. An LED

I

a) emits light when reverse biased

c) emits light when forward biased

9. The FET is:

a) a unipolar device

c) current controlled device d) both a & c

10. The Miller input capacitance of an amplifier is dependent in part on

b) senses light when reverse biased

cli produces light with longer wavelength

b) voltage controlled device

a) the input coupling capacitor

c) the bypass capacitor

b) the voltage gain

d) non of these
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Attempt all Questions

Q.2 Short Answer 5+ 4= 20

1. What is a n Filter? Why Bridge rectifier is preferable to a two diodes full-wave rectifier?

2. What is the meaning of feedback and what is the difference of positive and negative feedback?

3. Discuss basic idea of Light Emitting Diode & LCD.

4. What is tlre Low frequency response in BJT?

5. What is a Miller effect?

Q.3

a) Draw the circuit of a Bi-stable Multivibrator. Explain its operation, where it use, what type of

output it p ro d uce.

b) Write down the Characteristics of OP Amp.

Q.4

(7)

(3)

,l- Explain and analyze of Push pull class AB amplifier? Calculate the maxlmum output power and its

efficiency. (10)

Q's

a) What type of feedback does a Oscillator circuit require? And what are the condition for

oscillato r circuits. (3)

b) Explain the function of Phase shift Oscillator. Design it and calculate its frequency. (7)
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Ql: Choose (encircle) the best possible answer from the given.(lxl0-10)

I . Which of the following is a nonJinear operator?

a) Differential Operator

b) Square Operator

c) Momentum Operator

d) Position Operator

2. lf LA, Bl:0, then both operators can be determined:

a) Simultaneously

b)Precisely

c)llotha&b

d)Impossible to determine

3 lly,pyl:

a) Ly

b) L,
c) hL,
d) Zerc

4 The Eigen values of a Hermitian operator are always

a) Non-imaginary
b) Positive numbers

c) Real

d) All above true

{

P.T.O.

SECTION - I (OBJECTtr/E fYPE
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Q.2Give short answers to the following questions.(4x5=20)

i. Define Hennitian operator and prove that i is hermitian'

ii. Show that the Eigen value spectrum of I, is mh'Where m

values.

iii. Describe the terms briefly,complete set of linear

objects,degenerate Eigen values.

iv. Briefly explain the physical interpretation of ladder oPerator

has integer

independent

in Quantunt

mechanics.

v. what is a zero point energy? If a classical oscillator has energy )ha, what

is its amPlitude?

Q.3(a) State and provc uncertainty principle in Quanttrm tnechauics'

(b) Show that (A.4)2 is always real number'(6+4)

Q.4 (a) Write down the expressions for the angular momentum operators L''L' 'L,jr.
Cartesiancoordinatesandconvertthernintosphericalpolarcoordinates.

(b) Also calculate eigen value spectrum of L" '6+11

Q.5 (a) State and prove Ehrenfest's Theorem'(2+5'3)

(b) Write down three canonical congugate observable'

Attempl this Paper on Separate Answer Sheet provided
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lnstructions. Attempt all questions

Section-I (Objective)
Fill in the blank or answer true/false.

1. V2 + /c2 is a linear operator.

2. It(z) - (z + 1)!

3 3l#f (t)) - e(u)

4. If ilr is a solution of Lapiace's eqlation V2V :0, then V, = ff is also a solution'

i.oT:"\ -(2n)H*a@).
6. H2@) == 4r2 + 1.

8. f(1/2)
f 2)9.f,1e-""i=

10. E {tsinftt}

Marks-10

(True/False)

(Tlue/False)

(True/False)

(Tiue/False)

(Tlue/False)

(True/FaIse)
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Section-Il (Short Questions)
1.

5. Show that

Marks-20

2.

Show that

[ "-ua,:rd)J '4

Fiud the Fourier series of /(r) : o3 for 0 < c < 2.

Show that the lineal operator I - S is self-adjoint, and determine the required boundary cond.ir:io1s
for the operator to be Hermitial orer the i-ritenal ts to t6 -t- ?.

e-"" Js(bx)da,, o, b > 0.

'{Tf }

tu
e,(or): l;Ala

= i *'-' (i)

"a,t: {i"
0<c<t,
t1r17,

a,,!!"(r) :

"lv^1,1

where

4. Derive ihe recurrence relation

fI"+r (c) : 2r H^(r) - 2nH n-1(x).

5. Show that the Fourier sine transform of e-"t is

4. using a Rodrigues formula (p"(r) : ia#@, - 1)"), show- that the p*(r) are orthogonal and that

+1f,
J 

P"(x\P"@)d,r: ;_
-1

Section-III
1. Erraluate

2. Show that

is the Green's function for the operator L: -# and boundary conditions g(O) :0, lr,(1) :0.
3- Prove thai

(r" .4\" 1: r{^(.r),\ drl-
also verify that

io * fr)* *td: nllzv.-r(,),

fia - fil*,t l : @ + r)t/2v^+L(L),

i!,(z): "-*,'ffi1*.

Marks:3O
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(Section I;

Question no. l: Flncircle the best ans\ er out of the four choices given for each question

1. The number of orbitals in any energy band is

(a) N (b) 0 (c) 3N(d) 2N

2.'[he value of Lorentz'number Lin S l systemis

(a) 2.45 x 1 0-s rvatt-Qiaeg21U; 1 .3x 10-6 watt-O/deg2 (c) both (d) none

3. I'he FIatt cocfllcicnt in S.l units is

(a) Itpl = 1 (b) Ru '= 1/e (c) RH : - 1/ne (d) none

4. Ii.elaxation time for the electron is independent of

(a)Amplitudeofelectron(b)velocityofelectron(c)botlr(d)incompletestatement

5.ln indirect band gap materials the threshold energy is

(a)Eg:h(D(b) Eg= h'k'/z*1c; Eg+hO :hG)(d) none

6, Mathematical Expression of Matthiessen's rule is

(a) p =p r.+Pi(b)P -rr- p' (c)P =PrP, (d) p =pup'

7. The rrumber ol orbitals per unit energy range is

(a) Felmi energy (b) orbital energy (c) density of states (d) none

8. The cyclotron tiequencY is

(a) Co.:2tlf (b) Gf" :eBim(c) CO' =eB (d) none

9. Group velocitY bY definition is

(a) Vg=dE/dK(b) vg:S/t (c)vg:d(D/dK(d) none

10. The mobiliry of arry charge carries is

(a) p=Ve/E (b) p-q/E (c) p=Vd/E (d) none
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(Section II)

Question no. 2: Answer the lbllowing short questions (10x2)

1) What is meant by energy gap and why energy gaps appear due to Bragg reflection atT.one

boundary'i

2) Dillerentiate between metals and insulators on the basis of orbital band theory?

3) Define Bloch firnction and describe the significance of wave vector K used to label the

Bloch function.

4) Define the tenns orbital and degeneracy and how many orbitals are prcsent in a band'l

5) What are the dlalvbacks of classical theory in the calculation of heat capacity of electron?

6) What are signiticances of Hall coefficient?

7) What factors afTect the resistivity of electrical materials?

8) Ditferentiate between direct and indirect band gap materials.

9) Plot Fermi Diracdistribution function for various temperatures.

l0)What types of changes appear in band structure of semiconductor after doping with

pentavalent impurity?

(Scction III)

Question no.3

(a)Discuss the motion of free electron in magnetic field. (s+s)

(b) Define thermal effective mass 9f electron and why it is dilferent from free electron

mass? Explain

Question no.4 (8+5+7).

(a) Derive wave equation for electron uncier periodic potentiai & finii thc solution of tliis

equation for a wave vector exactly at zone boundary.

(b) Why hole is considered as positive charge in an electric and magnetic field?

(c) Distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors and show that intrinsic

carrier concentration depends on temperature and energy gap.
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SECTION-I (OBJECTIVE I'YPE)

Q1: Choose (encircie) the best possible answer tiom the given.

I The direct sum of Hilbert space is

a) 2-D space

b) 3-D space

c) Fock space

d) All above

2 The variational Principal provides us

a) Upper band energy ofthe system

b) Lower band energy ofthe system

c) Make a guess to trial wave function

d) Botha&c

3 The diagonal matrix of operator S.. is obtained after diagonaliztion is

. rrr0 1\u) i(r o)

b) i (:, ;)
. h/1 0\c) ;(o i)

d) i (-', 3l

4 If [fi, Pi;]:O , then which will be true

a) Both can be determined simultaneously

b) The exchange operator P,; will be constant of motion

c) This relation is called commutation relation

d) All of above true

(1x10=10)

(P.T.o.)



5 Wliich is the boson particle:

a) Proton

b) Electron

c) a particles

d) None

6 'fhe particles composed of two or more identical elementary particles are:

a) Quarks
b) Composite particles

c) Photons

d) Gravitons

7 For anti-syn.rmetric wave function the value of permutation operator is:

a) -1

b) "t
c) aorb
d) Zero

8 Condition for the validity of WKB approximation is:

a) dl << dx

ui4l<<r' dx

c) None ofabove
d) Botha&b

9 The total no of collisions over the duration of scattering experiment is proportional to

a) No of particles in incident beam

b) No of target particles per unit area

c) Botha&b
d) AII ofabove

10 The 'Frame' in which both colliding particles has equal and opposite velocity is called

a) Centle of mass Frame

b) Inertial Frame

c) Lab Frame

d) Non-inertial Frame
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Q.2 Give short answers to the following questions. (4x5=20)

i, Show that the exchange operator lor a for'rr particle state is

Pir= +r
ii. Define variational principle; briefly describe its physical significance in

quantum mechanics.

iii. How we can detlne Fock space in terms ol Hilbert space? Describe

differences and similarities ol both spaces brietly'

iv. What is the Solid angle? Write its physical interpretation in scattering

reference.

v. Show that

St= ;o, where o, is Pauli matrix.

Q.3 Write Detail Description of Time-dependent perturbation theory'

(10)

Construct the symmetric and anti-symmetric wave function tbr the system of four
Q.4

Q.s

Non-interactin g particles.

Briefly describe

a) Variational Method.

b) check validity of WKB method.

(10)

(s+s)

SECTION.IT (SHOBT

UESTION WITH BRIEI ANSWER
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Note: Attempt all questions:

SECTION -II (Subjective Type)

Q.2 write short answers; (Lo)

a. Find the hex surn of (93)16 +(DE)ro.

b. What is the Gray equivalent of (25)ro.

c. Simpllfy the Boolean expression, Y=(A+B)(E+C)G+C)
d. Add 20-15 using 2's complement.

e. Convert the 430 to excess 3-code

f. Write the Boolean expression F:A+BC in SOP and draw the logic

diagram with NAND gate.

g. Draw the Positive Edge logic diagram, truth table and logic symbol of T-

FIip Fiop,

h. Expiain how an S-R F/F can be converted into a JK FiF.

i. What is difference between the ROM and RAM.
j. What are the PLD's.

Q.3 Draw a neat diagram of JI( Flip Flop with a positive going edge trigged of clock

Signal, and explain it with truth tabie. 10

Q.4 Simplify the Boolean expression with I(-Map and draw the circuit diagram with

NAND Gate's, x = edn +IsdP +EEn +eEcP

b) Draw a ripple Counter of II4OD- 6 with D- Type.

Q.5 Write a short note on any two of the following: 5+5

a) PAL

b) Cornputer System

c) ALU
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Q,l Encircle the coqect answer, over writing and cutting will cany the zero marks:

1) The excess-3 code of decimal number 26 is

a) 01001001
']

c) 10001001 |

2) The octal equivalent of (247)ro is

b) 01011001

d) 01001101

a) (3s2)e b)

c) (367)e d)

3) A decimal number 256 be written in BCD as:

a) 100101110 b) OO10 O1O1 O11O c) 10 01010110 d) Non ofthem

4) How many Flip Flop are required for Mod-16 Counter

(366)8

(400)8

a)s
c)3

b)6
d)4

5) The output ofiogic gate is 1 when all input are at logic 0. The gate is either

a) A NAND or an EX-OR c) an OR or an EX-NOR

b) An AND or an EX-OR d) a NOR or an EX-NOR

6) Data can be changed from special code ternporal code by using

a) Shift register

b) Combinationalcircuits

7) A ring counter consisting of Five Flip-Flops will have

c) Counter

d) A/ D converters

8) If the input to a T Flip-Flop is 100 Hz signal, the final output of the 3 F/F is

a) 5 states

b) 32 states

a) i000Hz
b) 333H2

a) 00

b) 01

c) 10 states

d) 6 states

c) 500 Hz
d) 12.5 Hz

9) Which of the following is the fastest logic

a) ECL

b) cMos
l0) The NOR gate output will be low if the two inputs are

c) TTL
d) LSI

c) 10

d) 1r
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Ql: Each question has FOUR possible answers. Select the correct answe( and encircle it.
lx 10: l0

i. C++ program statement that is not included in code compilation:
a)% (b) - (c) tl (d) ( )

ii. In C++ what is not a repetition shucture:
a) ilelse-if (b) while (c) for (d) do-while

iii. C++ language, LIBRARY TYPE that provides.power function is called:
(a) powQ G) x' (c) math.h (d) both (a) & (b)

iv. Which of the following is a comparison operator in C+r?
(a) Compare0 (b) = (c): = (d) ++

v. The number of bytes reserved for char data type in C++ is:
(a)l O)2 (c)4 (d)8

vi. Ifthere is a function factorial0 then it is called:
(a) Operator (b) user defined function (c) built in function (d) None

yii,ln C++, a loop with at least one must iterations.is:
(a) White (b) do-while (c) for (d) None

v[ll. [f x =2 and y= 3, then for statement " y = *" which of the following result is true
(q) x cquals y (b) x is less than y (c) true (d) false

. lx, If a * 2. In C*:|'the expression a= 2*k+1 is evaluated to:
(a) 5 (b) 5.0 (c) I (d) eror

x. Which of the following is not an increment in C++ :

(a) a+l (b) #a (c) a: a +l (d) a:2*a +1
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j

Q.2.
l.

11.

1lt.

Write short answers of the following Questions:
Explain with example the following terms in C++:

a) double k; O) pow ( ) (c) // (d) sqrt0
Write syntax with example the following in C++:

(a) while ( ) Ioop (b) itelse-if
Exptain logical operators in C++?

Write C++ program code segment for the following:
(a) to print table of a number enter by the user
(b) to print x against f(x) for the equation

I@) -t
to calculate and display maximum.and minimum of f(x)

(c) to read (>r,y) values from the user and calculate polar
coordinates (r, d)

4

4

4

8

Q.3.
write c* program to evaluate trr. ig'*+lo, by Trapezoidal's.l s

rule or by Weddle's rule due to options I or 2 respectively (use
n:6). Report error message for any other option pressed by the user.

l0

Q.4.
Suppose A and B be 3x3 matrices. Write C* program which reads
in entries of A and B and prints out the entries of matrix which is
(D C = AoB , (ii)D=2A' +38 and (iii) to print diagonal elements
of C. (iv) square of the elements of matrix D (v) square of the matrix
C.

2+4+4

Q.5,
Find the roots of the equation 3x - cos x - 5 using simple iterative
method using xo = 1.5. Write C.]-l program to implement the
method correct to 2dp.

Write C* program for conversions of (i) temperature from F to C
(ii) length from m to km

6+4
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Q2- \Yritc clrln'n short :lns\r.crs of thc lirllolr.ing tluestions. Ma rlis: 2r l0=20

I - Stu(c thc ctltrillrrtitiorr rrl',:ngrsr, [ltcrrt.crrr.

l- [)cllrrc ortlro arrrl plrrrr rrrolcculc.
3- \\ ll.l .:llIlt)l)\ clt.tttgt i.. itlll'ars grc.rter th:rn zclo lrtr nlttuliri l11cesses'?
-1- Sltorr, tl)i-rt ltreolrling to I)Lrlous-[)ctiL larv Cr:3p1,r

-i- Slrorr that rotat.ionai dcqr-ce ol, tl.ee.dour is active oir 10K,,)

6- (iir.c phvsiciil interltr.c:tat ion o1'LiviouIle's theor.enr?
7- Wlite dorvn tw.tt llropssli95 olentLopy?
8- SIrorv that or.r cioLLbling the volume erltropv also cloubles,l
9- \\ihat is uc:cessarv corrclilion lbr system to Lre in thcrnral ecluilibr-iurl'?
l0- Writc tlowrr cfi.alr'baclis ol Einstein theorl,?

Q3- Del'iYe ittl expt'ession fbr thc olbit o1'simple halmonic oscillator in phase space.
(5)

Q'l- C'alculatc thc cntlopv ol iclcal uas bi' Lrsirrg the carronicaI l]rrserrblc'? ( l0)

r 5rQ5- Dt'rir.e C'r.: 3tt using rhe Deb;e ll{odel?

Q6- Drar,v thc graph ol'l--ernri-clir.ac clistribution
te nrpcratilt'cs ancl at h igh tc-nt per.aLur.e?

(5)

irrnction a nci explain its behavior at low

Q7- DisoLrss thc vihratiorral tttcttion ot'a diatonric molecule and Using tl.re paltition tirncti6p.
DcIi.','e tltc lblruLrllt ol'slrecilic hcat of vibrationirl cnergv ancl fjncl its high teniper.atLrre limit.
(s)
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QI- C'hoosc thc corrcct option.

l- l'he clnonical ertsetttble plrl'sically descl ibes a

(a) Operr s)stem (b) partialll opert s1'stem(c) closecl s)'stertt(tl) tltttlc olthese
2- I'lrc (iitttrs lirrrctiorr in tlrcrur.rrlvnaurics is clellnerl ns =l l- [S. lr ltt i:otherntal isobaric ancl

rcrclsitrlc 1'rloccss (i rntrst bc

(a; r'errrains constaut bLrt rrtrt zero (b) r'alies Iineally (c) r'ar-ies nrrtlirtearl.i,(d) zero

3- u,herr applied to solar-ratliation Planck's larv reilLrces to Srien's clisplacernertt lau itr

(a) UV region (b) nricrorvar'e region (c) infraled iegion (il) visible region

{- Accolrling to Maxrvell's la*'oltlistributiou the nrost pi'oba[rle velocitr. is

(il) (,rclter than V,,,,,(b) ctlrral tO V,,,,.(c) equal t!) rneAr'l velocitr'(d) gleater than nrearr iclocilr
5- Irt ir ntict'o cattrrnical crtscntble:r jlstcrlr A oi flxcd \!)lunlc js in colrtirct,,lith lirrgc lcscl\'oir []

tlrcrr rr lt'clt statcr'net)t is trltc
(a) A carr cltartge trrrlv energ_'- rr ith B (b) A can change r,nly pirticl!'s N,itll B

(c) A can change neither erergv uor particles rvith B (tl) A carr change both enelgy ancl

l)a rl ic Ies with B
(r- 'l'lrc 

QtrantLrrn sLatistics rcrlrrce. to classical statistics trncler condition(). is De Broglie rvave tength

nrrtl 1r is density )

(a) 1r ).'= I (t)) t) i.' ),-> I (c) p i'<<l (d) p.-0

7- Accoldirrg to Debrc llreor_r thc specific hcat ol':olid at hi,.rh tenrpelatLrre is propor-tional ki
(r) l-(b) l-r (c)l ' (cl) inctcpr:rrtlcrr t ot.'[

li- Spccitic heat o1'rnct;il ctrrr lrc erpressed as

(a) 'l-' (Lr) A1.-Bl- (c) ^\'fr-81'' ((l)A I+Ul.
9- lf Z [',e the partition firnetiorr of a system cllparticles. the avcrrase energ,v is rvlitten as

(r)E=tlZlOT (b) F.=-azkll' (c) E= -OlnZli-f (i1.1 none of ihese

l{}- Thc tirnction -r:f{ E,)/r.,E. shere (E) is the Fernri Dilac distli[rLrtiorr F'uncl.ion and E is the etregy',

then at flrrite los,teurperature, behaves as

(r, ) Dirar.' Delta tlr. (h)Sirrc lir. (c) exponenrial lir. (d) none
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Q.2. Give answers to the following short questions:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Q.3. F-ind the cxpression for magnetic field of a distant circuit'

Q.4. Find the expressions for force and torque on current carrying conductors.

Q.5. For magnetic problems, discuss boundary conditions for the field vectors B and H
fbr an interface between two media. l0

What is magnetac vector potential?

What is magnetization current Ir, ?

What is Lo rentz gauge?

What is method of electrostatic images?

Derive wave equation for field vector H.

20 Marks

4

4

4

4

4

10

t0
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Q.l Choice the correct answer.

1. Which of the foflowing justify the non-existence of magnetic monopore
(i) VxB=0 (ii) VxE-0 (iii) V. E' = 0 (iv) none of these

Magnetic susceptibility is negative for
(i) Paramagnetic materials (ii) Ferromagnetic materials (iii) Both (i) and (ii) (iv) none of these

For n=1, Legendre polynomial pr,(6) is
(i) 0 (ii)1 ( iii) cos 0 (iv) cos 0 /2

The resistance R of a straight conductor of uniform cross section A is (g = conductivity, / =length)
(il R - L/gA (ii) R - tg/A (ittl R - A/gr (iv) none of these

The -------- measures the magnetic dipole moment per unit volume
(i) P (ii) H (iii) M (iv) B

7.

Ampere circuital law is in many ways parallel to
(i) Gauss's Law in electrostatics (ii) Biot and savart Law (iii) Faraday's Law (iv)none ofthese

Ability of a material to remain magnetized after removal of the magnetizing force is known as
(i) Permeability (ii) Hysteresis (iii) Retentivity (iv) Reluctance

The basic source of magnetism is

(i) Magnetic domains (ii) Magnetic dipoles (iii) Movement of charged particles (iv) none of these

Permeability of vacuum is

(i)0 (ii) 1 (iii) 4r x l0-7 Hlm (iv)1Hlm

10. Which of the following equation can not be a boundary condition of the field vectors

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

(il Ey - f,r- liil Ht - Hzt (iii) E1n - E2n = e (iv) D1n - D2n = 6
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(Subjective)

(Section I)

Q 2 Write down short answers of the foltowing:
i. Draw a schematic diagrarn of mass spectrograph clearly showing each

ii. Write down the assumptions of 'Collective Model'.

iii. Write down the two postulates of 'Neutrino hypotheses.

iv. Define nuclear spin.

v. Write any two achievements of 'Liquid drop model'.

vi. Define magnetic dipole moment.

vii. Write at least lwo evidences of shell structure in nuclei.

viii. Why solid state detector is more suitable for the detection of low

particles?

ix. Why does energy of o-particles emitted in a decay process have line spectrum

and energy of p-particles have continuous distribution?

x. What is the Q value for the radioactive disintegration?

"*|Ro + z?u!"Ra+ 
f$e

Section-lI

2xl0=20

part.

energy

(7)

bubble chamber.

for the atomic 
-

Q 3 a) Explain the concept of nuclear el-eCtric quadrupole moment.

b) Write in detail the,principle, construction and working of

Q 4 a) By using semi empirical mass formuta, frnd un .*pr..rion

number ofthe stable nuclei after p-decay.

1.008665 am:u,TfTyir:7.016003 amu and TlLLie- 8.022486 amu.

Q 5 a) BrieIIy describe the theory of spontaneous alpha emission.

b) Discuss rnultipolarities of y-rays.

(s)

(s)

b) Which nucleus is more staUte lli o, llfr . Give mo: 1.007825 arnl., mn=

(3)

(6)

(4)
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Q 1 Encircle the correct answer out of the four options given. No mark will
be given for cutting, over-writing and for use of lead pencil or ink remover.

(l x 10)

1. The ionization energy of an atom as compared to the binding energy of

its nucleus is

a) Greater

c) Same

2. The most widely used gas in Van de Graff accelerator is

ilNz q Coz

c) .SF6 qHe
3. Gamow assumed that u-particle may exist as an o-particle within a

nucleus.

a) Heavy

c) Intermediate

4. p-decay is also called

a) Isobaric

c) Isotonic

b) Less

d) None of these

b) Light

d) Any of these

transformation.

b) Isotopic

d) None of these

(P. r. o)



5. If electric dipole field has odd parity then magnetic dipole field will

. have parity.

a) Even b) Odd

c) Mixed d) Zero

6. In scintillation counter, electrons are accelerated by

a) Electric field b) Magnetic field

c) Both (a) and (b) d) Oscillating field

7. A decay process occurs if its Q-value is ----.
a) Positive b) Negative

c) Zero d) All of these

8. Emission of cr and B-particles was predicted by 

- 

model.

a) Liquid drop b) Shell

c) Collective d) Fermi gas

9. According to Shell model, even-even nuclei have spin-'
a)0 b)l

c) 112 d) All of these

10. According to Yukawa, the quantum exchanged between the nucleons

must have mass.

a) No

c) Infinite

nucleons

b) Finite

d) Equal to the mass of
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()2. Write down short ilnswcrs of thc following questions. 2xl{l=20

l. Write down irrportance of K-factor.

2. I-tow light couc describes the past present and lirture of a particle?

3. [)cllnc orl.hochronns ancl uon orthochronus [,orcutz lt'attsfbnrratiou.

4. Dclivc cncrgy ttto tllctlttllll rc:lation 1r2 =,,-',,,2cl-1-p2c2 .

5. Deline electroutagttctic llelcl tcnsor.

6. 1'he total clergy of thc particle is exactly twice of its rest energy. Calculate its specd.

'1 . I['X'' is a flrst rzurk teusor, than show that 6r' Xt' is not ( I ,1) tensor.

8. What is gravitational recl shifi?

9. Mcntion the Iin.ritations of Llr.rbtrle's law.

10. Dctine the term 'scale lactor' in Cosnrology.

Q3. Give detail answers of the following questions.

l. Show that Lorentz transformations form a group under rotation? (8)

2. Show that Vu (Vi, X') - Vu (V" X' )=Rt,1,,6 Xd Where. R',r.r, is Riemann

crlrvilttrrc tcrlsol'.

3. Dctlnc sp:rcc tir.nc singularity? What is black hole?

Discuss forn.ration ar-rd detection of black hole?

4. What is Hubble's law? Derive it tiom Friedman-Robertson-Walker metric.

(tt)

(8)

(6)
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Ql- Choosc the correct option. lxl0:10

1. [n plrysically impossible world line, time would be:
(a) [r'r lirrwarcl dircction (b) in backward dircction
(c) Alwavs c()l"tstau[ (d) zcro

2. A curvc on rvhich tilllgcnt vr--ctor is propagated para[elly:
(a) Tensor field (b) Euclidean space (c) Metric space (d) Geodesic

3. l-he signature of Minkor,vski line element is
(a) I (b) -l (c) -2 (d) 4

J. Dir crgcnce ol' L.instcirr te nsor is
(a) 1 (b) 0 (c) any scalar (d) 4

5. If the events are casually connecte<l than whicl-r of the tbllowing statement is true
(a) /S2 = 0 (b) /S2 > 0 (c) both ofrhese (d) none ofthese

6. Accordirru to 2"'l [:reicLlan ntodel, which staternent rs lrue
(a) GLal ity can rlever stop expansion of universe
(b) Contraction occurs and iead to big crunch
(c) Expansion ofuniverse may not be very large
(d) None of these

7. Our galaxy has. --..--_-shape
(a) Spiral (Lr) inegular (c) spherical (cl) elliptical

8. Suppose we havc two tcnsLrrs ol rank 3, thu rank of thcir inpcr prociuct must bc
(a) I{ccluces (b) incrcases (c.1 reurain sanrc (cl) nullity

9. Example of subhuninal particle is
(a) Electron (b) graviton (c) Tactryon (d) neutrir.ro

10. Slope of world liue gives din-rensions of
(a) Spccd (b) inve'sc.l-spced (c)di.stance (d) inverse ofdista,ce
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Section - II (Subjcctive Type)

Note: Attempt ali questions.

Question 2: (2xI0=20)
\A/ritr: short answers r:f the fbllowing qucstions.

(i) What do vou kuorv aLrout Yukawa theor'y.?

(ii) Briefty explain the phenornena of :usympl,otic freedom and quark confinement.

(iti) What rs difference between c-parity and G-paritf i

(iv) Pr,x,,: that if . ?l = i?, whcrr: o's arc r.hc panli-spin n-,atriccs

(v) Wrirt: tl:wn the basic assumptions of quark mtrrlel.

(vi) Assigrr thr., isospin quantunt mnnbers to the nrrr:lcouic clr.,ulrir:t aud pir.rrric lriplet,.

(vii) Drtrw t,hr: rreson octct.

(r,rii) WIrat ari: lcpton anrl lraryrrrr corrservatir>rr laws 2

(ix) State CPl the<,rem

(x) What tire quarks.' Iixplain quark flavors.

Qucstion 3: (10)

Usiug Isrrspil svmmetry find the rdtros of the cross sectious oI the follorving processes

ir++ p -+ /(+ + )l+

n- +p -+ /(o + Xo

tr- *p + /i+ +E-

Qucstion 4: ( I0)
N'Iaxwell equatiorrs can be s,ritten in the followirrg 4-vector forrn using Lorentz gauge

c2 A, : ;lt'

where Ll2 is d'Alernlrratiorr operator arrrljr'

fi-rr free space and shcnv that in free space

orthogonal

Question 5:

: (p. j) an,l At' = (a.A'). \{orlify thi-s relatiorr

E. B and propagation vector k are mutualll

(10)

Define C-syrnnetry operation arrrl G parity. Show that G-parity of all three ptons is -1.
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Section - I (Objective TYPe)

Note: Attempt all qrtestions. Cutting or over-writing is not allowed.

Question 1: (1 x 10 : 10)

Each question has four possible answets. Select the correct answer and encir-

cle it.

(i) Fc,r scalar fields. spin

(u) trn integer

must be equal tt,

(") ol'r.e

(ii) Au irnportant tliffcrenct: betwocn

(") girtr'rrt is Ittit"ssltrss

(") gluon lias spin zero

(iii) Isospin is sytnmetrl' of

(") weak iutera.ctton

(c) clcctrornag,notic iutcractiotr

(iv) Hadrons r:an exist if
(a) l.otal clcctrlc chargo is zero (b) total isospiu is zr:t'o

(a) total colr.'r chalgt ts zero (,1) c(tlQr sprrr is ztrr('

(v) Which one of the followirrg interactious violate the conservati()n r:f parity?

(") gravitational (b) w'eak

(c) strong (d) t.:it:ctromagnctic

(vi) Which one of the f,rllorving processeb is not allowed under bturyon no conservtution

(u) n-)pl +e'+i" (ir) p+ -+e+ +1
(c) Ko -+ tr- + r- (d) A -+ P+ + r-

(vii) In terms of isospin. the state vector for I I is

(u) iI, 1 > (lr) il, -1 >
(") lr,0> (d) ;-1,1>

(viii) The anti-top quark (f carries a charge of

(r) +113 ( i,) +2/:l

(.) -rl3 (,1) -'213

(rx) A rotation [i about an toiis specrfied l-ry a uurt vector n is generirterl by the operator

(u) D(0) : exp(*r2Ll) (1,) D(0) = expl-',11ttt 1

(") D@) : exp(-zlLt) (d) D(0) : exp(-2lff)

(x) The covariant, fc,rm of gauge transformtltions is given l.r1'

(n) Atr - At' - ArV (1,) A'!' = A), + A'\!.'

(.) Atv = AP + Alj1i) (,l) ,4't' -- Ap - At,v

(b) zcto

(,1) half irteger-

glut,rr atrrl photort is

(1,) girrr-.,tr iras zcr() ci('ctn. clrarBC

(d) glrr-,tr ira-s ct,lt,r eharg.:

(b) strollg.l)teracttotl

(,1) all of r.hcsc
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Scction I

Q No. 2 Answer the following questions. (24)

i. Show that yP y" + y'yu - 2 g+u

ii. Why do we need relativistic wave equation?

iii. Shorv that B2 =1

iv. Show that y' is hermitian and 7k is anti-herrn itian, where k =1,2,1

v. Show that gP" gu, - 4

vi- Show that c2t2-x2 remains invariani under [,orentz transiormation.

vii. Show that (o.P)2:iPl2

viii. How does Dirac theory explain the negative energy solutions?

(3)

(3)

(3)

(l)

(3)

tri
(j)

(l)

Section II

Q No. 3 Show that Y*(x; ol'u Y(x) behave as a tensor quantity (6)

Q No. 4 Derive Klein-Cordon equation for a flee particle, Is it Lorentz invariant? ( l0)

Q No,5 Write dorvn Dirac equation for spinors in two cornponent lortn in Wcyl reprcscntation and

explain the zero-mass fermions. ( t0)
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Q No. I Choose the correct option.
l- dt': -------

(a) (0/0t,v)
(b) (a/at, -v)

(a) relativistic nrass

(b) probability density

(a) Identity
(b) Traceless

9- i"yo yt yz y3-
(a) to
(b) I

L0- (iyu6u - *)rp = 0 is covariant form of
(a) Klein Gordon equation
(b) Schrddinger equation

(c) (-dldt, V)
(d) 12

(d) P tNt'

(c) length of lour vector
(d) rclative vclocitl

(c) Non traceless

(d) Inverse ofother

(.) 5o'"u,.o
(d) yt

(c) Dirac equation
(d) Wave ecluation

2- A particle with negative energy moving backward in time is equivalent to
(a) A particle with positive energy rnoving backward in time
(b) A particle with negative energy moving forward in time
(c) An antiparticle with positive energy moving forward in tirne
(d) None olthese

3- The probability of finding the spin zero particle of relativistic encrgy E anl rnomcntunr l)
rs

(a) 2PlNl?

(b) EINF
(c) 2ElNll

Where N is the normalization constant associated with the state represenring the particle
4- The expression for the current density J obtained from the Klein-Gordon equation ofspin

zero particle rcpresented by state $
(a) ,(0-Y O - OV +-) (c) -, ( Ov O'(,.v O)
(b) -(O-V O - OV O') (d) none otthese

5- One example of Lorentz invariarrt quantity is

The time dependent Schrtidinger cquation for a particlc is
(a) Lorentz invariant but non relativistic
(b) relativistic but non invariant
(c) non relativistic and non invariant under Lorentz transformation
(d) relativistic

7- The energy and momentum in the diagrams of transition of state are conserved at
(a) Each vertex at Feynman diagram
(b) the intermediate lines between every two vertices
(c) both ol'these
(d) none ofthese

8- In Dirac equation all atphas are
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Q.2 Attcmpt five parts. 4.5=20

i) What is a Counter? How counters broadly classified? Write at least two lines on

each of them.

ii) Explain the Clocked RS F/F with timing diagram.

ii;) What is RAM & PROM?

lv) Write general strLrcture of pLA.

v) Write the Logic diagram, Truth table, and Logic symbol of positiv: edge triggered T

type flip fiop?

vi) Briefly exprain the operation of 4-1 rine Murtiprexer using AND - oR gate.

vii) Explain the meaning of the term slew rate, input offset voltage, & input offset

cu rre n t.

viii) U/hat is the difference between SRAM and DRAM?

Attempt th ree questions.

Q.3

a) Explain the working of a Emitter Coupled D jfferential Amplifier? 6

b) lf it is desired to divided an 80 K Hz clock signal with flip flop to obtain a 5 KHz

sigrral, how much flip flop are required? 4

Q.4

a) What are weighted and Un-weighted codes? 4

b) Design a Mod,7 Up-Synchronous Counter? 6

Q.s

a) Explain the operation of a BCD to decimal decoder?

P.T.O.

30



..(.

b) Explain the working of a semiconductor RAM?

Q6

a) Develop a logic circuit that has a high output when at least two out of three of

inputs A,B,and C are Low by: 5

a) Develop a truth table

b) Writing ttre Boolean expression

c) Minimizing the expression by using the K - Map

d) Draw the logic diagram by using the NAND Eates'

b) Minimize the following Boolean expression by use of K- Map, and draw its Logic

diagram by Using the NAND tatcs.

X= ACD I ABCD+ ABD + ABCD

Q.7 Write a note on any two of the following.

a) CPU

b) Analog to Digital

c) Operatio nal Amplifier Parameters

4

5+5
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Q.1 Multiple Choice, Attempt all Parts.

- 
--i) The simplification of Boolean expression (ABC) + (ABC)Type eqtta[ion here'

a) 0

b) 1"

c) A

d) BC

ii) The number of control lines for a 8 to 1 Multiplexer is:

cl 4

d)s

iii) EPROM contents can be erased by exposing it to:

al 2

b) 3

iv) The speed of conversion is maximum in:

a) Successive approximation A/D converter

b) Parallel comparative A/D converter

c) Counter ramP A/D Converter

d) Dual slop A/D converter

v) The 2's complement of the number 11'01101 is:

a) lnfrared rays

b) Ultraviolet rays

a) C lC 1110

b) 0010011

a) 1000H2

b) 12.s Hz

a) 0C001000

b) 1c00r.000

c) Bu rst of Microwaves

d) inte nse heat radiations

c) 011CC10

d)0111110

c) 500 Hz

d)333H2

c) PRoM

d) EEPROM

c) 10000000

d) 10001001

c) Multiplexer

d) De- Multiplexer

vi) tf the inpui of a T- type Flip Flop ls 100 Hz, the final output after 3'd F/F in cascade is:

vii) Which of the memory is volatile memory:

a) RoM

b) RAM

viii) -8 1s equalto a signed binary number:

i*) The device which changes from serial data to paralleldata is:

a) Counter c) Multiplexer

b) De- MultiPlexer d) FliP FloP

x) A device which convert the BCD to seven Segment is called:

a) Encoder

b) Decoder
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Write short answers to the following questions:

I. What is reciprocal vectors, give it expression in 3D.

II. What is Bloch electron?
III. What are thc problems in Hartee-Fock equation?

IV. Give problems in solid state physics.

(2x10=20)

V. Define Fermi velocitY.
VI. What are the tw,o aspects due to which FEG (free clectron gas model) differs from ordinary gas?

VII. Using free electronmodel , set an equation of motion and lind out its steady state solution'

Vill. Wliat is meant by a Bloch's electron? State the result of Bloch's theorem in words'

IX. How do you define effective mass of an electron? If t-k diagram is concave upwards, is effective mass

positive or negative. Similarly, what is the answer when this diagram is convex upwards?

X. What is APW method?

Q- Describe the concept of et'f-ective mass of an electron in solids in detail.

Q-4 Discuss nearly free electron model (NFE) in detail'

(10)

(10)

e-5 Find ont the expression for,velocity of Bloch electron and explain in detait. Show b-v figure the

cirresponding velocity ofa rypical onedimensional band structure. And also show that for a whole band'
( 10)the current density vanishes.
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e-l Four possible answers A, B, C, and D to each question are given. Encircle the correct answer'

Cutting and overwriting is not allowed' 10

I. Bloch wave is a type of wave-function for a particle in a periodically-repeating environment, most commonly

in a ---------medium
(a) gas medium (b) liquid medium (c) crystal medium (d) plasma medium

IL Free electron model is a simple model for the behaviour of valence electrons in a crystal structure of a

metallic solid is also known as
(a) Arnold Sommerfeld @) classical model Drude model

(c) Fermi-Dirac Statistics (d) Drude-Sommerfeld model

III. Which is not true for electrons in a periodic boundary condition

IV. The density of states (DOS) of a system describes the number of states per interval of energy at each

energy level that are available to be
(a) excited (b) vacant (c) filled (d) occupied

V. The shape of Fermi energy surface in free electron theory for a 3'd solid is a

(a) cube (b) ellipsoid (c) plane (d) sphere

VL Why is potential energy of electron is taken as zero in free electron theory?

(a) e is tiee (b) e is independent (c) neither A nor B (d) there is no e-e and e-ion interaction

VII. To desclibe electronic structule of materials, we use reciprocal lattice because

(a) electrons interact with lattice only in reciprocal space (b) electron energy is expressed in ternrs o1'

reciprocal lattice vector (K) (c) K vectors are good vectors for Fourier analysis ofelectron wave (d)

electrons exist only in reciprocal space

VIlt. Pseudopotential is a soft potential used only for
(a) vitence electron (b) ions (c) conduction electron (d) ions and electron

lX. The eigenfunctions of the wave equation for a periodic potential are the product of plane wave exp(ik.rr

times a function Uo with periodicity of the crystal lattice.

(a) continuous k states
(c) minimum energy is zero

(a) Bloch theorem (b) Frenkel theorem
X. Momentnm is decreased when etTective mass is

(a) lncreased (b) decreased

(b) discrete k states or quasi-continuous
(d) there are finite k states possible.

(d) Hall theorem

(d) a Iittle bit increased

(c) .Iosephson theorem

(c) remains same
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SUBTECI:IVD TYPD

Q.e. Write short answers to the following questions: (2x10=20)

I. Differentiate and mathematically express the electric polarization P and the dielectric

susceptrblhty I.
II. How would youidifferentiate superconducting and normal states?

III. What is critical;held and critical temperatures? How the critical field does is influenced
-l

by the varying temperature?

IV. Differentiate Frgnkel and Mott-Wannier excitons.

V. What are TYPE:1 and TYPE-2 superconductors?

VI. Differentiate reflectivity coefficient and the reflectance.

VII. What is Meissndr effect?

VIIL How does the sfperconducting magnetization curve of Pb modifu due to Indium contcnt'l

IX. Briefly describe thermodynamics of the superconducting phase transition?

X. What do you know about Vortex state?

Q-3
Q-4
Q-s

FIow would you estimate H61 and Hcz for a TYPE-II superconductor?
Find an expression for i,he intrinsic coherence length.
Show that current acrogs ajunction oscillates with certain frequency according to the Josephson

effect. (10)

(10)
(10)
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Q-l Four possible answ.r, !,B, C, and D to each question are given. Encircle the con.ct answcr'.

Cr.rtting and overwritin! is not allowed. (10)

1. A high dielectric constant material is must for 

-.

(A) Insulation of wires (B) Generators (C) Switch bases (D) Generators

2. Example for Piezo-electric material is
(A) Rochelle salt (B) Lead zirconate (C) Potassium niobate (D) Barium Titanium oxide

3. The Meissner 
"ffeJt 

i. the ---------- of a magnetic field from a super-conductor
(A) interaction I (B) repulsion (C) attraction (D) exclusion

4. London equation relate current to the electromagnetic fields in and around

(A) superconductol (B) insulator (C) Lead zirconate (D) quartz

5. An independent characteristic length is called
(A) Debye length i (B) Bohr length (C) Coherence length (D) Threshold length

6. It is confirmed thadquantum objects forming superconducting condensate are

(A) electrons pairs (B) isolated electrons (C) protons pairs (D) isolated protons

7. The basic mechanism responsible for optical properties in a dielectric is
(A) Orientation po[arization (B) Ionic polarization (C) Electronic polarization (D) None

8. Optical properties of a material are completely expre-ssed by
(A) Reflectance (q) Transmittance (C) n (D) real and imaginary dielectric constant

9. Raman effect is scattering of a photon by molecules which are excited to

higher vibrational sr rotational energy levels.
(A) elastic (Q) In-elastic (C) opposite (D) oblique

10. Ferroelectric materials are characterized by
(A)Very high degree of polarization (B) A sharp dependence of polarization on temperaturc
(C) Non-linear dependence of the charge Q on the applied voltage (D) All the above.
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Ql: Each question has FotIR possible answers. Select the correct answer and encircle it'

MCQs. lx 10 = 10

i. Whioh of the follorving is not correct to create row vector a = [0 0 0 0 0 ]:

a) a(1:5) = 0 O) ;: zeros(1'5) (c)a=zero(1'5) (d) a =[0'0'0'0'0]

ii. In y = sin(45), the angle 45 will be in :
- 

a) degroes (b) radians (c) integers (d) numbers

iii. If x =[6 3 2 | &y = [3 6 2 ], which of the following is true for z = sum(x>a)'

fil r-l 1u) z=tl o 1 I @) z= 2 ^ (d) none

iv. Which of the fol[owing is uied to get input from graph curve?' 
a) gtextQ @fnputQ (c) hold on (d) ginputQ

u. tf * jli z o 5 o 1 which oithe following is true'for Z = Iind(-x)'

1a1zr1izts1 O)z=to01-001 - (c)z=3 (d) All of (a)'O)&(c)

vi. The command used to i...inut" iht ttop. of a for, while or if statement is:

(a) break (b) stoP (c) ; (d) end

vii. The following command'performs intelligent P]otting of function'

(a) plot0 (b) ezplot0 (c) fpto$ (d) subploO - ,

viii. it 
" 

fotto*ing .frn.una'tun driw background lines on the graph axis:

(a) line ( ) (b) axis( ) (c) axes ( ) (d) grid on

ix Which of the'following ii'used to plot in three dimensions (x'y'z):

(b) plot(x,y,z) (b) plotthrie(x,y,z) (c) plot3(x'y'z) (d) all

x which of the following is required to create arow vector of n equal spaced values

between a and b:

a) equal(a,b) (b) linspace(a,b,n) (c) none (d) both (a) & (b)
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Q.2.
i.

ii.

i ii.

Write short answers of the following Questions:
Give simple example to find index of marimum value of the aray?

Write syntax with example for the following in MATLAB:
(a) for (b) sum0 (o) rand0 (d) dsolve0,

Write MATLAB program code segment tbr the following:
(a) to generate a matrix (8 x 6) with atl I's as entries and plot matrix

(b) to give one example to calculate polynomial derivative

(c) toxvsysuch asy=7*t -2x3 -x+l andx=[-15 15]

(d) to define two arrays and determine sum of Nvo array vah'tes
ta

(e) to evaluate Jexp(x)sin(2Jx)rk
0

2

8

10

Q.3. If y = 4 x5 Write MATLAB symbolic operations to calculate (i) first

derivative w.r.t. x (ii) perform integration of your result.

If 5f(x) : x'- 6 x2 +9 x +2, Write program to plot x vs y using

x:[-l 5]. Find and plot marks at extremes. Find maximum oly.
How randomly generated points can be used to show Brownian

motion? Write MATLAB program to simulate Brownian motion of
a narticle. Note: Plot estimate graph if any.

6+4

Q.4.
(a)

(b)

Q.5.(a)

(b)

A ma,ss m is s"spended by three cables with tensions T1, T2 and T3,

which are related by the following equations:

rlJY -Tz"lIq+\tj42=o
3Tr/\Ei -4\t"i424
r I Jx -stzJtq +T 3 t J 42 =ms
Write MATLAB program to solve for the tensions using three

methods . Take mg:l.
Write MATLAB program to determine equivalent capacitances of n

resistances connected in series (Read capacitances from the user)'

Using rand0, create a matrix N (5 x 7)' Then i) plot N, plot 3rd row

and ith rows. ii) find maximum of column 6 and iii) sort N' Also

find the maximum and mean value of N.

4+6

WrG IIAATLAB program to study the damped harmonic rnolion

(DHM) of a mass attached with a sprinq using Euler's method under

ttre foitowing conditions: (g:9.8 m/s2, initial position zelo and

velocity 15 m/s, tirne step 0.1 sec. and maximum time 15 sec', k = I
N/m, m:1kg, damping coefficient = 0.5 N/ms, )' Print and plot

values for time, position, velocity and acceleration' How you can

change the same program for Simple harmonic motion?

Write a program to a 3D plot in matlab. Take three variables as x,y

I and z.

7+3
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Section-I

l. Sclect the cort'ect answer'.

i) [:lcctLic chalge is conservecl according to the equation

(a) v'D -- P (b),'l : -X (c) V'li - 0 (d) uone olthese

ii) Lllcctrornagnetic fiekl energy density in a linear medium is given by

(a) (F;'/l + ll' H)/2 (b) E'D/2 (c) B'H/2. (d) noneof these

iii; Spced of [ight in vactttttn is

(a) t /,[e"rt" (b) .t%t; (c) 
'!-%p @ r/.[-i

iv) The dielectric constant K is relatcd to the index of refraction n by

(a) n - VK (b) K = rin (c) n - K3 (d) none oithese

v) lu vacuum. the dispersion relation is

(a) k -a/c (b) k - ',R a/c (c) k - c/u 1d) K -'lk u/c
vi) Snell's law is

(u) ,,n0, _ ,,, (b) sin0, - tr, (.) ++ g (.1) rronc o[rhcsc
'"' stn 0, rrL sin fJ1 n2 ' sin 02 ./tt,

vii) Irr plaslia. orbit theoly is base<j on charged parlicle r.uotions trnder thc lbrce

(a) q(li +V x ts) (b)q(v x B) (c) qE (d) E +V x B

viii) 'l'hc vcctors k . Ii and .B form a right handed orthogonal set for

(a) electrostatic waves (b) EM waves (c) acor"rstic waves (d) none of these

ix) No mono pole exists is ptrysical interpretation oI
(a) causs's law for.electricity (b) Gauss's law l'or magnetisrn (c) Faraday's law

(d) AmPcrc's law

x) Debye length depcnds uPon

(a) density of plasrna (b) electric fietd (c) freqLrency (d) all of these

C):
(lxl0= 10)
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Q: 2. Answer briefly tho fotlowing r;ucstions.

i. Dcscribe briefly thc pinch cfl-ect.

ii. What is meant by a plane wave.?

iii. What are right and left circrrlarly polarized rvaves?
iv. Wlrat are black body radiations?
v. What are retardcd vector and scalar poturtials.

(20)

5

4

4

)

1

Scction-IlI

Q3- Givc dctail answers of the tbllowing qucstions?

Q l- I)iscLrss irr detail tl.re polarization ol'electromagnetic waves.

Q2- Dcfine l)cbye Shieldir.rg. \,\'hat is Debye spherc? calctrlafe radius o1'l)cbye sphere.

Q3- What is Ituby lascri Explairr irs consrruction and rvorking in detail.

l0

r0

IO
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Q l: Encircle the correct answer out of the tbur options given. No mark willbe given

for cutting, over-writing and for use of lead pencil or in[< rernover.

(l x 10: 10)

i. In D-D reaction, energy released per nucleon is equal to

a) 3 MeV b) 3.5 MeV c) I MeV d) 4.5 MeV

ii. The level-width has units of

a) Mass b) Energy c) Time d) Speed

iii. Most of the energy released in fission reaction is in the fbrm of

' a) Kinetic energy of ilssion fragments b) kinetic energy ofneutrons

d) energy ofneutrinosc) Gamma ra1's

iv. Which of the follorving is not a magic no. nucleus?

a) Sodium -23 b) Helium-4 c) Oxygen-8 d) borh a and c

P.T.o.
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(Subjective)

Q 2: Write down short answers of the following: (2x10:20)

i) why do the reaction with e > 0 have neither threshold nor double valued

behavior?

ii) Write down D-D reactions.

iii) what is a phoro induced nuclear reaction? write down one example.

iv) State law of conservation of parity for a nuclear reaction.

v) Write down some properties of an ideal moderator to thermalize fasr neutrons.

vi) The slow neutrons are not prererable ro induce fission in 
r3r! u. ivt y':

vii) Differentiate befween thermal and fast neutrons.

viii) What are the limitations of l-iquid Drop model?

ix) Define differential cross-section for a nuclear reaction.

x) A beam of deuteron is incident o, l]"e target. Write down the nuclear reaction

equation, rvhen the emitted particle is:

i) An o, particie

ii) A neutron

P.T.O.
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Question 1: (1 x 10 : i0)

Each question has four possible answers. Select the correct ar$wer and encir-

cle it.

(i) In SU(2) group, S represents

(u) UU*r - 7

(") lul - +t
(ii) The plane wave solution in asyrnptotic

(u) two spherical waves

(.) infinite partial waves

(iii) In GUT, unificatiou is possible at

(u) 1 fm

(") 10 cm

(iv) When ,i1 is positive,

(u) repulsive

(") attractive

(v) The direct product

composes into

(u) nonent and singlet

(") decuplet and singlet

(vi) Partial wave analysis is suitable for

(u) central potential (b) low energy of incident particles

(.) potential of finite range (d) all of them

(vii) The action of /". produces change of

(") AY - 0, A13 : 1 (b) Ar:0, A1, : -1
(") AY : o, LI3: a112 (d) AY :0, A1a - -tl2

(viii) For a system of two particles having spins s1 : I and sz : 1, the total spin of the

system is

(u) ' 
: L,-i

(") ' : i,1
(ix) The generators of the SU(2) group are

condition of

(b) u : u-l
(,1) U : UI

region is a superposi[ion o[

(b) four spherical waves

(d) none of them

(b) 10-2e cm

(d) 15 fm

the potenbial is

(b) central

(d) spherically symmetric

of two fundamental 3-dimensional representations of SU(3) de-

(b) octet and singlet

(d) triplei and sirrglet

(b) ': i'*
(d) ' 

: i'1

I
c

;

(r) Unitary matrices

(") Special matrices

(x) Optical theorem relates

(o) /(d : 0)

(.) Re/(o - 0)

(b) Gell-Mann matrice

(d) Pauli matrices

total cross secl"ion with

(b) Im/(o - 180)

(d) Im/(d :0)
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Note: Attempt all questions.

provided.

Question 2: (2 x io - 20)

Give short answers of the following questions.

(i) What is partial wave analysis? \\rtren il can be used?

(ii) Draw weight diagram of quark-antiquark representation'

(iii) Define difierential cross section in a scattering probiem'

(iv) Show that differential cross section has dirnensions of area'

(v) What is Standard model of Particle Physics?

(vi) Verify standarcl form of Lie algebra of SU(2) group by showing [H1, E+] : +1E+'

(vii) Draw baryon resonance curve. what does its peak and full-width half-maximum

represents?

(viii) What is Higgs boson?

(ix) Write down lagrangian for spin-0 particle.

(x) Show that [13, V-): -iV-
(10)

can be constructerl using Quark model? Explain the observed Baryon

considering the symmetry of different parts of the wave function'

(10)

Explain the general process of scattering. Discuss the wave forms obtained for the incidenb

and scattered waves. Also write down the general expression for incident and reflected

wave.

(10)

Use this to calculate the difierential and total cross sections. AIso use the expression for

total cross section to derive the Optical theorem.

Question 3:

How baryons

spectrum by

Question 4:

Question 5:

For an elastic scattering between spinless particles, the scattering amplitude is

f @ : r,QL-j)- Pz't' - 1)P1(cos d)

I
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Qut:stion 1:

Each question has four possible answers, Select

cle it.

(i) Which of the foliow-ing is not a galrage theory?

(o) Quantum Electroclynamics (b) Weak force

(.) Qttantum ChromoclyrLamics (d) Gravitational force

(ii) For a particie tr,t rest, relaLivistic energl' (ir-r naturt]l uliits) is

(o) zero (b) 6lafi
(.) mc (d) 2tng

(iii) In center-of-rnass frame total momenturn of initial s[a'[e is :
(r) total utorrtentunt of firrtil state (b) zeto

(v) A free electron of four-motnentum Pi' is clescribed by a lbur-component wavefullc[ioll

is

(.) Both (a) & (b)

(iv) N{andelstaut variable "t" is defined as

(o) (Pe + Ps)2

(.) (Po - Pr)'

(o) u(p)ein."

(.) rt(p)eir''

(u) Nm2C2

(.) No unit

(vii) According to Lorentz ga'uge

(o) V.A:0
(") aztrt' : o

(viii) In a non relativistic limit

of
(a) P-+0
(") rn -+ 0

(a) zero

(") two

(d) None of tl.rem

(b) (Po - Pc)z

(d) None of ttre abor,c

(b) u(p)e-'ot

(d) 'u(p)e-'r"

(b) c2N-tm,-2

l,b) 0,,Ar' : o

(d) Both (b) & (c)

(b) lpl -+ 0

(d) Both (b)

one

three

& (.)

invariant anrPlitude shows the

(vi) The unit of electromagnetic coupling const ant r-r in \li(SA systeur is

L

(i*) The Dirac clelta d4(pr - Pz * Ps - Pi along bl're

conservation of four-ntomcrttum of the trrrocess

(u) \-+2+3-r4 (b) 1+3-+2+4

(.) 1+2+3+4 (d) t+4'-+2+3

(x) The iowest t-rrder. invariarrt arnplitucle of electLolr scatteling l)y elect|otna'gr retic fiel''i

ha^s

r:b)

(d)

vetex factor(s).
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Question 2: (2 x 10 : 20)

Give short answers of the following cluestions.

(i) Calculate scalar product of rwo fc,ur-r,ectors A/! .= (A0, A) arrcl Rt'- (80, B).

(ii) Wrrite an expression for cleca,v rtrLe of the process ,4 -+ 1 -r.2 + 3 | d.

(iii) Find { dat for volume i/ in the iime interval 0 - 7.

(iv) Show that s* t * u: rn\ +mf, + m2, + rrL2, [or s-channel process.

(v) Show that 7r(75) :0.

(ui) t,l,t" -- -2a.

(vii) \liite do,"r,n the Feynman rule for a vertex factor o[ spin-zero particle.

(viii) Wtite tt(k')1vu(k) in [ernrs of the cornponenrs of a matrix.

(ix) Draw the lorvest, order Fcynrnatr cliagram(s) for scatt,ering process e-- e- - e- e- .

(x) If z{"1 : rtm1xc)i, calculare 7(s)-,r,tr(s) for p : 6.

Qucstion 3:

Use the F'eynrnan rules to obtain the invnriarrt arnpiitude fbr'

(a)-spinless process e- e+ 1e e+-

(b)-spin-1/2 process e-e- -+ e-e-(\k-rllcr Scactering).

(10)

Question 4:

(a,)-A particle is describcd

derrsity by using

(b)-Calculate Lhe transibion rate pcr unit, voLrrrrre lbl a sczr.ttering proces$ .4+ 13 -, C I D
by using

'l-y,: -iNeNal\'cNoQn)a60)(p" - pD - p.4 - pn)M,

where,Al is invariant amplicude oi the process.

(10)

by thcr u,avrr ftrncl.ion to : Ne ir'. C.rle uliite its probability

.r. i .r(lt) (it-)
P=i(r,,'--cr-=)t)1, 0L

Question 5:

For \'loller sca,t lering, t

is

M:-

(10)

he invariarrt trnrplitucle for the lowesL orcler lie)'nman cliirgram

e' V,t,C^t"u .t )\u Dl tu B .)
t' \u Dlt'lt A ) \uC ''t 

LL1.t B )

(po - p.)' (po - po)'

tlrc lorr-rt:lzrt ivistrr- lirnrt l,(uul.rolarizccl cliftererrtial cross-sct:tiott ittthc

do

dtt

Show that

rrr2a2. I tl_,..-l_-__rr( ''ti - 1614 '.9zirr{il,t2; Co.stlP l2) Suf \o l2)C:'os2(t) l2)
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Q.l Note; Atlcnrpt all qucstions.

il,ic(i

Encircle the light choice:-

I. \\,'hicir olthe follor.r'ing dcvice beliavior is goverued by the bLrlk el1'ect:

a) 1'Lrnnel Diocle c) Inrpatt Diode

b) GLun Diode d) PIi'j Diode

II. In u'hii:h of these is revels,' rrcovct)' tin:e is rtearly zero?

Ll c')

a) lunnel Diode

b) Schottky Diocle

a) Decleases

b) Not eft-ectecl

V. 'I-hc ma.jor aclvartage of ]:rN'l ovel AN'I is:

a) iluccpti.-rrt is less rtoisv

b) I-ligLrcr r:atrier' {i"cc1uenc1'

VI. lLr a .t\\''l tl.rc arnplitLrcle o1'tcsitltut'tL vvar'c

a) Increases Linearl;,

b) incrcases exponentialty

VIl. 'l'he lange of'audio fieqriency is :

c) I ncreases

d) either a or b

c) smallcr [.,anclu'itlth

cl) surall [r.ctirtcno1, cltr viatictt

t..rvcllirg dorvn thc irrli.r:

c) decreases exponentially

cl) i:s almosl coLrstaut

c) Zcner Diode

d) PIN Dide

IIi. lir tt tlegcuerate n-typc seur iconclttc tor tnaterial, the lrenrri ie,r'cl is:

a) fur valance bar.rd c) In oonduction banC

b) At the ceuteL'in bcLrveen valanc: aucl conduction i:arirl cl) uclrt'r,alalie e bauci

IV. z\s ir-c.i,.rency increases Ihr: ttansuiissior. clfiiicncy is:

VIIl.

T1-

X.

a) 2Lr-?0 Mllz b) 2() ?0 1i-tiz u.t l0 IQIzto 20 lill l:- J) 20 l(l-lz, to2A GIV
'l-he lrctlLrcncl at u lr!ch Mictor.vave ovctt operatcs is:

a) 50 nllz b) 2.45 CI{z c) 3.3 GIIz d) 4.5GI-Iz

1-he laycr of thc ionospbclc mainly respcnsible fo r' long distar-rce communicatiurt is:

a) C b)D c)E d)F

In I([-vstLon Arnplifier. the input cavrty is callecl:

a) Br-rncher

b) Piercc GLrn

c) CatcJrer

cl) CollectoL'
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Q. 2 Ansu,ci tire [bilowing shot't qtre st,c,ns:- clr))

a. Iio,,.r, rnan ), .]Lrncti o ns aie in a G LrNSl Dioclc'l Explain its I-\r ohallictcrisLics.

b. \\rhat irtc Strllace u at':s :tLt.l Space rvlr cs ?

o. $/hal itle thc prollertics o l' lllicrr.rrvaves'/

<J. Sihal is the clifl'eLt:nce belrvcen i\4DSFIIT ancl MOSFIITI'

e . l:irnl:rin tite cou:'trltcLioir oi IISAI(l DiUDLi'?

Q.l \,\rhat i:; ionospilere'/ l}plain iire lilrnlrtion of its tlilGlerlL iar:ct:; rnJ Lhcir t'aiialit:rt' ."\l:.''

cliscus.s jts ;'oie in Li'rc spreatl of liadirl \\'aves. ( t0 )

Q4 Dcsclibctlrcrolco['eao]rslrrlein.z\NI SLrpcl lretloclyueracliot'cc-'ivc-'t? ( lU)

e 5 \\iiiett is a Ltricrolva\,c ancl its spcctrr-rm? [-i,..rw li magtletlorr lltl.;c 'D,J tLs.'i] tl, rl-,ictotrtzt"'t. lllil

Racltrl svsten".. ( ii))
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l.

Encircle the correct option form the given multiple choice qucstions. (l X 10 = t0)

The DPPI{ is often used tbr the calibration of

a) Magnctic fick1 b) F.lcctric field c) EM-liled d) Charge fiteld

Roll No.

2. For transition rnetals the value ol magnetic susceptibility is considerably

a) Fligh b) I-ow c) [ntcrmediate

'l'he electric dipole rlovement pcr unit local electric field is described as

a) Polariability b) Local nragflet c) Polarization

For k approaches to zero, the type of waves we got were

TIME ALLOWED: 30 minsl'.
MAX. MARKS: 10

d) Zcro

d) Dipolar ficld

Oscillating

spectra ol type

Mixed

Normal

susceptibility

d) lhrygens thcory

d) None oi these

4.

5.

6.

b) I'lane c) Psucdo d)

atom the electronic states due to coulomb potential yields a

b) Continuous c) Magnons d)

If Ak approaches to zero fbr the case ofan isolated atom then we have

c) Maxirnum d)
a) Discfcte Energy b) Intinite rcsistance 

conductiviry

Light scattels more efficiently at short wavelength is described in

a) Mie rhcory 
b) Rutherfbrd c) Faraday laws

spectrum

I'r'ee charge carriers density in seuriconductors can be increased by injecting

a) Both b antl c b) Dopants c) Pn-iunctlotl

If the rrass of a body is decreasing then its9.

l0

a) Both b and c

For t'errorlagnets ilmagnetization goes to zero we have

a) Curie point b) Reminance c) Coercitrvity d)

b) Conductivity

incrcases

c) Fermi velocity d)

incrcases

Currcnt densit)

incrcases

Large hysterisis
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Question no: 2 Answer the following short qucstions. (2x10=20)
l) Discuss the physical importance oIcollision component in Boltzmann equation?

2) Derive the equation ol motion ol free electron. Also catculate and plot et'fcctivc mass

and rvrite the expression for the eff'ective mass symm€trical tensor?

3) Why electrical conductivity of metal is not infinite? Briefly describe that in the

process ol light emission energy produces light (photon) or heat (phonon)?

4) What is the procedure for density of states lilling and band movement in case of
pauli-paran-ragnets?

5) Define De Flaas Van Alphan Effect? Also define the degeneracy t-actor in this case?

6) What is the eft'ect on the solid if it is placed in an external influencing field media?

7) Define the conductivity equation? What do you mean by the optical properties of
semi-conductors?

8) Defiue landau levels? Why does fiee electrons exhibits diamagnetisrn in this regard?

9) Define exchange narrowing and zero-field splitting?
l0) Define Quantuur Hall Effect and write down Maxwell's equations in free space?

(Section-II!
Question no. 3

What do you know about free electron approximation in rnagnetic field? Show

that the encrgy of the electron states is the sum of trarrslational energy along
the rragnetic field and the quantization energy of cyclotron motion in the

plarre normal to tleld?
(10)

Qucstion no.4
(a) Discuss the free carrier absorption functiort in detail.
(b)llriefly describe the absorption phenomenon for the case of semiconductors.

(s+s)

Question no. 5
(a) Discuss in detail the Landau theory of diamagnetism fbr the case of flee
electrons. Define IIAGEN-RUBENS relation? Also write its expression and

define eacl-r term in it?
(b) Show that !37El8 of the available volume is occupied by hard spheres in contact

in a body-centered cubic an'angement.
(7+3)

.{_
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(OBJECTIVE PART)

Q.1 Encircle the correct answer (from the given multiple choices) in each part. (1x10: 10)

A) For two parallel spins, the exchange energy is given by

i) -JS iD -2JS iii) -2JS2 iv) {1/2)J52

B) Inelastic neutron scattering by a magnetic structure results in

i) creation of elastic wave ii) creation of spin wave iii) absorption of a neutron

iv) none ofthese

C) Cround state of a simple ferromagnet has all spins

i) parallel ii) antiparallel iii) parallel and antiparallel iv) none ofthese

D) How many possible orientations do spin t/2 nuctei have when they are located in an

applied magnetic fietd?

i)0 ii) 1 iii) 2 iv) 3 v) none ofthese

E) What is the name given to the relaxation process due to an interaction befween an

excited nucleus and the magnetic fields caused by nuclei in molecules moving around

in the sample?

i) Spin-lattice relaxation
iv) None of these

ii) Spin-spin relaxation iii) Spin-orbit relaxation

F) lfradiation energy is absorbed by a spin l/2 nucleus in a magnetic field, then

i) the precessional frequency of the nucleus increases ii) the nucleus spins faster

iig the angle of precession "fiips" so that the magnetic moment of nucleus opposes the

applied field iv) none ofthese

G) For ferromagnetism to occur, exchange integral J in Heisenberg model, U: -2JSi.S.i is

i) positive ii) negative iii) infinite iv) zero v) none ofthese

H) According to Bloch's law, the fractional change in magnetization, AN4/M(o) varies as:
' 

D f iD T'o iiD T2 iv) none of these

D For long wavelengths, the frequency of the spin wave in antiferromagnets is

proportional to
i) k ii) k2 iii) k3 iv) independent ofwave-vector k

O Magnons carry energy and momentum which is quantum mechanically treated as:

i) non-interacting particles ii) interacting particles iii) weakly interacting particles iv)

none of these
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(SUBJECTIVE PART)

Note: Attempt all questions. Write to the point answer of theoretical part of each question.

Q.2 Give to the point answer / short description of each question. (4 x 5:20)

a) Define the terms: i) magnetic permeability and ii) magnetic susceptibility

b) What is the origin of ferromagnetic magnetic domains? Discuss briefly.

c) What is meant by quantitation of spin waves? Explain briefly.

d) How magnetic susceptibility of diamagnetic, ferromagnetic and paramagnetic

materials depends on temperature? Give graphical representation to explain how
susceptibility varies with temperature in each case.

e) Describe briefly the neutron magnetic scattering.

Q.3

For a spin system, establish the Bloch equations: dlvl,/dt = y(MtBo), - M,/Tz; dM/dt :
y(M*B")y - Mr/T, and dM,/dt : y(MxB"), -F (M, - ItAXTr, where T1 and Tz is the

longitudinal and transverse relaxation time, respectively. Determine the frequency of free

precession of a spin system in an applied static field B, : Bo along z-direction and M, :
(7+3: 10)

Q.4

Derive magnon dispersion relation in anti-ferromagnets by taking into account the nearest

neighbor interaction only and discuss its behavior for long wavelengths. (8+2 =10)

Q.s

a) Calculate the fractional change in magnetization for thermally excited (at temperature 7)

Mo.

magnons in ferromagnets.

b) Discuss shape effects in ferromagnetic resonance (FlvtR).

(6)

(4)


